A Araha 38c

South Africa 26c.
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6
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27
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45
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1

I'M NOT IN LOVE 10cu
WHISPERING GRASS Windsor Davies /Don Estelle
THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN Showaddywaddy
THE HUSTLE Van McCoy
TEARS ON MY PILLOW Johnny Nash
DOING ALRIGHT WITH THE BOYS Gary Glitter
THE PROUD ONE Osmonds
DISCO STOMP Hamilton Bohannon
USTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID Wings
MISTY Ray Stevens
MOONSHINE SALLY Mud
BABY I LOVE YOU, OK Kenny
MR. RAFFLES Steve Harley /Cockney Rebel
SING BABY SING Stylistics
OH WHAT A SHAME Roy Wood
STANDBY YOUR MAN Tammy Wynette
DISCO QUEEN Hot Chocolate
MY WHITE BICYCLE Nazareth
TRY TO REMEMBER/
THE WAY WE WERE Gladys Knight & The Pips
I DON'T LOVE YOU BUT I THINK I
LIKE YOU
Gilbert O'Sullivan
SEND IN THE CLOWNS Judy Collins
HAVE YOU SEEN HER /OH GIRL Chi-Lites
FOE-DEE-O-DEE Rubettes
MAKE THE WORLD GO AWAY Donny&MárieOsmond
WALKING IN RHYTHM Blackbyrds
ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY Ian Hunter
SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT Eric Clapton
ROLL OVER LAY DOWN Status Quo
AUTOBAHN Kraftwerk
MAMA NEVER TOLD ME Sister Sledge
SENDING OUT AN S. O. S. Retta Young
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARMS Doable Brothers
BLACK PUDDING BERTHA Goodies

SWEARIN'TOGODFrankieValli

ISRAELITES Desmond Dekker
0. R. C. E. Tammy Wynette
YOU LAY SO EASY ON MY MIND Andy Williams
IMAGINE ME, IMAGINE YOU Fox
DYNOMITE Tony Camilló s Bazuka
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY Slade

3

'

a
5
e
7

5

6
9

8
9 13

10

10
11

12
13
14

12
6
27

15

34
31

16

17
18
19

20

22

20
23
24

FM NOT IN LOVE

10m

I'LL PLAY FOR YOU (Naar

Ole

Band) Seals & Crofts

30

38

31

14

32

39

33

41

34

15

35
36

19
42

37

37

38

46

39

40

47
40

41
42

17
21

43

29
35

47
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THE WAY WE WERE/

TRYTO REME MBER Gladys Knight& The Pips
MISTY Ray Stevens

32 MIDNIGHT BLUE Mulssa Manchester
22 25 HEY YOU Bach mewl' urrer Overdrive
23 26 OYNOMITEBazvka
24 30 WHY CANT WE BE FRIENDS? War
25
16 THANK GOD I'M A COUNTRY BOY Jahn Denver
26 28
BABY THAT'S BACKATCHASmmokeyRobinson
27
33 ROCKIN' CHAIR Gwen McCrae
28
18
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Elton John Band
29 36 I'M ON FIREDragdht Tim ley Band

46

2

4

Epic
Bell

5

-

EMI
Rak
Rak
EMI

Avco
Jet
Epic
Rak

Mooncrest
Buddah
MAM
Elektra

Brunswick
Polydor
MGM
Fantasy
CBS
RSO

Vertigo
Mercury

Atlantic
All Platinum
Warner Bros
Bradleys
Private Stock

Cactus
Epic
CBS
GTO

A&M
Polydor

RHINESTONE COWBOY Glen Cannpbeit
BADTIME Grand Funk
ROCKFORD FILES Mike Post
JIVE TAUIIN' Bee Gen
BAD LUCK (Pa rt 1)Hardd Melvin
6 The ISoenotes
LAST FAREWELL Roger Whitaker
SLIPPERY WHEN NET Commodores

44

49
50

E
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Al

11

5

9
6
14
8
7

14

12
10
15

15

17

16
17

23

18
19

18
24

20

25

12

13

1
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Cat
MCA
Shelter
Gppitol

Philadelphia International
RCA
Motown
ABC

-

22
36

34
50
44

-40
45
28

27

'39

Bureau / Music Week
US chart supplied by Billboard

De-Lite
Epic
20th Century
Columbia
Ele Yin

Columbia
RCA
Chelsea
Big Tree

Threshold

1

1

2
3

3

4
5

6

STAR BREAKERS
LONG LOST LOVER-Three Degrees Philadelphia
YOU GO TO MY HEAD Bryan Ferry
Island
HIGHWIRE Linda Carr & The Love Squad
Chelsea
I WRITE THE SONGS David Cassidy
RCA

YOUR

WHISTLE)
All Platinum

.

MEMORIES ARE MADE OF THIS Dean Martin

Capitol
D0 I D0) DO Abbe
Epic
THE IMMIGRANT Neil Sedaka
Polydor
ROLLIN' STONE David Essex
CBS
SWEETCHEATIN' RITA Alvin Stardust Magnet
I

SI
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9

9
10

11
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12
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27

23
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47
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MCA

7
4

7

49
ABC
ABC

3

6

12
13

Rimshots

,.1

Vertigo
Virgin
A&M
GTO

V..J TOP 50 AL13V['15

1I

(BLOW

\

I

21

49
33

Supplied by British Market Research

'7-6-5-4-3-2-1

+k

FOX, Fox

13

21

.'
Jr

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS,
CBS
Simon and Garfunkel
Apple
BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney & Wings
Harvest
Floyd
Pink
MOON,
THE
THE DARK SIDE OF
E plc
STAND BY YOUR MAN, Tammy Wynette
MGM
I'M STILL GONNA NEED YOU, Osmonds
E lek tra
JUDITH, Judy Collins
DJ M
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
Capitol
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell
Red
Seal
SNOWFLAKES ARE DANCING, Tomita
Swan Song
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
20th Century
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Barry White
Vertigo
ON THE LEVEL, StatusQuo
CBS
IAN HUNTER, Ian Hunter
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR,
A&M
Rick Wakeman and the English Rock Ensemble
Reprise
THE BEST OF'DL QLUE EYES, -Frank Sinatra
EMI
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES, Steve Harley & Cockney Rebel
United Artists
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM, Shirley Bassey
Buddah
FEEL A SONG, Gladys Knight & Pips
ROCK'N' ROLL, .JohnLennon
Apple
RCA
MEMORIES ARE MADE OF HITS, Perry Como
Warner Bros
STAMPEDE, Doobie Brothers
RCA
AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
Elektra
THE BEST OF BREAD, Bread
BLUE JAYS, Justin Hayward and John Lodge
Threshold
20 GREATEST HITS, Tom Jones
Decca
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond
MCA
CAN'T GET ENOUGH, Barry White
20th Century
MADE IN THE SHADE, Rolling Stones
Rolling Stones
RUBYCON, Tangerine Dream
Virgin
WARRIOR ON THE EDGE OF TIME, Hawkwind
United Artists
METAMORPHOSIS, Rolling Stones
Decca
AL GREEN GREATEST HITS, Al Green
London
UNTITLED (FOUR SYMBOLS), Led Zeppelin
Atlantic
TODAY, Elvis Presley
RCA
STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company
Island
'COP YER WHACK FOR THIS, Billy Connolly
Polydor

M

a

....

AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters

T+mA

ROO

....." .............u.......n......

7
8
9
10
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United Arbds

Gitol
MGM

BLACK FRIDAY Seemlyan
D
SPIRIT OF THE BOOGIE/SUMMER MADNESS
Kool11 The Gan
EVERYTIME YOU TOUCH ME B Get High) Charlie Rids
ILL DO FOR YOU ANYTHING YOU WANT
ME TO Barry Mute
OLD DAYS OA
En
ATTITUDE DANCING Carly 9mm
SHINING STAR Earl band I. Flre
T -RO U 94..E Eliot Presley
I WANNA DANCE WIT' CHOO (Dm Out Oancn)
Disco Tex and The Sex O -Letts
DISCO QUEEN Het Chocolate
LAST NIGHT Junin Hayward
6DEAnMED
R
PLEASE P AIR DON ME (You Remind Me
Rufus
AND MARS JONESRon Bams u The OranuB
AND THE RNNMAN Tanya Tuµer

48

BWdah
Barnaby
Arista
Mercury

6

1

RMIBBC CHART

AK M
LOVE WILL KEEP US-TOGETHER The Captain b Tonrillo
Capitol
WHEN WILL I BE LOVED Linda Ronstadt
Epic
WILDFIRE Michael Murphey
Capitol
I'M NOT LISA lets+ Colter
ABanbc
LOVE WONT LET ME WAIT Maio, Harris
Avco
THE HUSTLE Van McCoy/ TheSould Clty Symphony
Capitol
LISTEN TO WHAT THE MAN SAID Paul Mceartoey8 wings
Joe Simon
GET DOWN, GET DOWN (Get On the Floor)
EMI
MAGICPII0I
Atlantic
CUT THE CAKE Average White Band
IName-Bros
TAKE ME IN YOUR ARM S Block Mnl Doode Brothers
Atlanbc
ONLY WOMEN Alice Cooper
Wainer Bros
SISTER GOLDEN HAIR Amr,ca
Private Stock
SWEARIN TO GOO Fra ink le Valli
MCA
PLEASE MR PLEASE Olivia NewtonJohn
Asylum
ONE OF TIES( NIGHTS The Eagles

21

44
45

3

--

4

..

.

Apple
VENUS AND MARS Wings
Avco
THE BEST OF, Stylistics
EltonJohn
DJM
COWBOY,
DIRT
BROWN
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC fr THE
Rollers
City
Bay
A
STAR,
ONCE UPON
A&M
HORIZON, Carpenters
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, 10cc
Philadelphia I nt
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, Three Degrees
E plc
Wynette
BEST OF TAMMY WYNETTE, Tammy
Decca
GREATEST HITS OF 10CC 10CC
Bell
ROLLIN', Bay City Rollers

3

2

Janus

D. I. V.

1

EMI
Bell

MGM
Brunswick

a.............__...

.

!1LNt1S: 1.,

Avco

--

8

II

r Mercury

I'LL DO FOR YOU ANYTHING YOU WANT ME TO
Barry White
20th Century,
37 I WANNA DANCE WIT CHOO Disco Tex & The Sex-O-Lettes
CheLseaI
34 LET ME TRY AGAIN Tammy Jones
CBS
0 EIGHTEEN WITH A BULLET Peter Wingfield
Island
40 GET OUT Harold Melvin & The Bluenotes
Route
SOMEONE SAVE MY LIFE TONIGHT Elton John
DJM
PER-SO-NAL-LY Wigans's Ovation
Spark
0 SEALED WITH A KISS Brian Hyland
ABC
IT OUGHTA SELL A MILLION Lyn Paul
Polydor
JIVE TALKIN' Bee Gees
RSO

I
2
3

.

as

V.J TOP50 51NCtLE5
2

..

RITLStt
TOY 50

TOY 50
1

.

-

CAPTAIN FANTASTIC 8 THE BROWN DIRT COWBOY
Elton John
MCA
VENUS ANDMARSPauI McCartney& Wines
Apple
THAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD
Earth, Nand & Fire
Columbia
STAMPEDE Dootk Brothers
Warier
Bros.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
Bach ma n -Turner Overdrive
Mercury
TOMMY Oengel al SoondtyacA Recording
Polyd
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE Alice Cooper
Allanbc
SPIRIT OF AMERICA Beach Boys
Capitol
CHICAGO VIII
Columbia
MISTER MAGIC Grover Washington Jr
Kuhr
SURVIVAL O'Jar7ss
PNladelpNe Internatlonal
FANDANGO ZZTp
London P5656
LOVE WILL KEEP USTOGETHER TheCaptaW&Tw,.Ke
AIM
HEARTS Armica
Wainer Bros
METAMORPHOSIS Roiling Stones
Aheo
STRAIGHT SHOOTER Bad Company
Swan Song
GORILLA, Janes Taylor
Warner Bros
MADE IN THE SHADE Roiling Stew
Rolling Ruses
' A SONG FOR YOUTemptabons
Gordy
BEFORE THE NEXT EAR DROP FALLS Freddy Fender
ABC, DA
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER
RCA
DIAMONDS !sun Baez
AIM
THE HE AT IS ON Isles Bros
TN4ü
DISCO BABY Van Aker & The burl Oly Symphony
Arco
ONE OF TIE SE NIGHTS The Eagles
Asylum
ADVENTURES IN PARADISE Minna Rlperton
Epee
BLUE SKY NIGHT THUDERMIduel Murphey
Ep,c
BLOW BY BLOW len Becht
E
PLAYING POSSUM Carry Shinn
Elppcc
BETWEEN THE LINES Janis Jan
Columbia
a
TALE SPINNIN' Weather Rep t
Columbia
TWO LANE HIGHWAY Pure Prairie League
RCA
TOYS IN THE ATTIC AcroxnKh
Áurnbu
r denec
MY WAY Map- Harris
Admix
THE MANHATTAN TRANSFER
Tama
A QUIET STORM SnoAco Robinson
Mercury
THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 10cc
N
HORIZON The Carpenters
00.0AL Kc
SUPERNATURAL Ben E King
A
D
DeCS
JUDITH Jsd Ctlhns
MCA
NUTHIN' FANCY
s
CAUGHT IN THE ACCT?
ButteredkarmSoul
Hat
Ha
yes
CHOCOLATE CHIP Isaac
DISCOTHEQUE Herde Mann
Nerved
DARK SIDE OFTIE MOON Pink novel
Ode
TOM CATTom Scott & LA. Eapres.
Aa M
CHASE TMCLOUDS AWAY Chuck Manrime
Capricorn
Bishop
JUKE JOINT JUMP Dvsn
ONDERFUL
MUSICAL
THE SUPER
Mimes
WIZARD OF orUmo Mta / Orl/nai Lasts Recur ding
Columbia
IAN HUNTER
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SWEET

IN
ACTION
FOLLOtlIJP
SWEET

single to Fox On The Run,
out -11.1v (, w ill he another
croup composition, Aclion- The B -Side e. in be
Saevt FA, Liken tram the
album of the sane name.
Sweet are lo spend July
writing and recording
material in Germany for
an album to be released
late summer. But they
break off for two trips
home
one for a TOTP
appearance on July 10.
the other to appear at The
Palace Lido. Isle Of Man

-

on

July

3

GOODIES GO
FULL - TIME
TIIE GOODIES.

Taylor's commll(ments in

TVs zany trio who recording a TV version of
radio show Hello
had great success in the
Cheeky
that the
the singles chart, plans meant
had to be
are branching out postponed However The
Goodies are working
even further.
towards a tour

There is a new album In
the pipe -line. plus a film,

nationwide tour. The

album. as yet untitled,
will be released In
October and the musical

Bill (ludic

Autumn

1976

book, an EP, and the
distinct possibility of a
a

Goodie

In

Is

currently recording
tracks. The album, their
first for Bradley's

Explained Bill Oddie:
"We were going to do four
or five weeks out of town
and a couple in London.
But because Tim would be
unavailable at that time,
ire couldn't do the tour."

Further complications

arise from the amount of
rehearsing that will be
needed for the part
musical, part film, and
part comedy stage show.
This is one of the reasons
The Goodies turned down
an offer to play at the
forthcoming l<nebworth
festival.

Records, will not however
contain any of their hit
singles, though there may
be a single taken from It
in the Autumn.

The tour was set for this
Autumn, but Tim Brooke -

Plans for a

film ire

99

finalised. It

twangs

for
charity

%1.'11011(:11

time. and now the

opportunity to present it
feature length script have
arisen, filming should
start soon
Following on from
Status Quoit revival of
the EP, The Goodies are
toying seriously with the
Idea of releasing one. It
Will contain four or five

tracks "of the

sort of

songs we normally get

Into trouble for doing",
explained Bill Oddle.
Writing the new book
has Just finished, and
hopefully It will be out In
Autumn ready for the
Christmas market. It Is
the second Goodies' book.
following on from the
Goodies File published
last year.

-

('ItS Epie label.

the

~-

hies :in individual
tract with MiiIoivn, may
stay with the label. This
would mean that Bundy

he

Joni back

JONI MITCHELL is back
in LA studios recording.

to lbs charity 'Superstar
Show' hill on July 14.
Already appearing at
the Cambridge Theatre
show, to be attended by

Princess

Anne and

Captain Mark Philips,
are: Alvin Stardust.
Kenny. Osibisa, Lulu.
Atan Price. Marty Wilde,
Helen Shapiro and Billy'
Fury.
The concert Is m aid of
the Save The Children
fund.

although there's

no

specific album In mind.
Songs so far recorded are
The Painted Word. The
Holm Dance and Edith
and The Kingpin.

/.

e

Go on, pull
t\

ASTONISHING picture of the new
member of the Bay City Bolters should
%Ian lengmuir have left. The photo
was kept in readiness, but in the end
WIN, never needed. Instead the lady

Beadier Gail was never required to

leave her Job an an air hostess w1th
11ritish Caledonian Airways heenose of
course Alan on the left derided In stay
with the Kollerv.

Bristol still in fashion
1tAY CITY

Woody Noun (111) are
suffering from severe
r,hatislion,
ytinager Tam Paton
said: "I m eanrelling all
1114. groups' dals for the

hollers will

play their rescheduled
Bristol gig al the Colston
I lot I1 on.; lily' I:1.
1 hey
hail originally
'thinned the dale for Slay
29 but hail to cancel tit the
last minute following I.t's
lleh
n's ins nlvement
in a fatal ra r accident.
%nil continuing the
laligue sag»
Erie
Faulkner (21) and Stuart

rest of the month.

The

noelor's ordered they
should have complete
rest.

"1 am reedy to

admit

r hone tried iii achieve

tin,

111111'11

In the last feu

1

motion Ili1(tltih (July ).
Burks' lender Senn
;yl:i s forming a nett
grunp The Tyln Gang,
ii (tile bass player Nick
tironmr is forming. a new
I

I

I

'1

i

hand, Itani with our very
F:a

Their nets single Give A
hr

Little Love will
released neat week.

TREMS
RETURN

moon Percival.

Southport
rocks
%1111Y%V 41)1)9'

Dion solo

out

Belmonts hasa solosingle
out .tune 27 called Make
The Women Love Me. It Is
released on the Phil
Spector International label.

late of the

J,V, one

poner han ...amity
involved with the
production at the Tie
mel,,,e la test album.
Reten

I

are

In headline a major pop
Itsliv:tI In In' held al

Tom's

Southport lonlhaII ground

211. hest of the hill
for the seven hour festival
ti hich starts al 2 pm will
hr: Genii tt:ishingtnn and
'I lie Rani Jain Rand,
Sutherland Brother: and
ire r. Sasstt Iran and
Fogg.
friers for seals, which
Xi ill
all lie in covered
stood,. are: C1.75. C1.711.
f1.'S: a nil Cl.

t

time member of the
-rnmeloes and non a
producer / singer /

on .1uly

DION.

nuto(h'. "
Plans are being postponed for the Rollers first
feature film scheduled to
begin production in July.
and a week-long Cypnis
engagement fonowcd by
German TV has abut been
cancelled.

%I,AN ILL 41

lie: London W
Gnvn Fagins (:91): and

oitn

the other one

¡,!

ii ill

Ducking
1)1'('hS DELUXE are
breaking lip following han
farewell dales ism. They

ft

/

There's also specula.
lion Mat, .lerma ine, who

probably

II

iii,

brought into the group as
a permanent member.

NE F;1/09' and Guys

?

EVF:1tY-

'iii role iliilmus, for

would

s nd i hits have been added

fiver

ti's now almost
hcertain that the Jackson
ive will soon be leaving
lipped

rr

Idea the
boys have had for a long

Can you change a
f'sE'S keeping tight

'

r

Goodies'

per cent

Is an

27.

Duane

DI''

for zany trio

Busy months ahead

i

,%

r

r
.

¡-

[_

yLS' ,

I

number
JOHNNY BRISTOL has
written and produced a
new single for Tom Jones

called

I

Got

THE."

12,OLLIIYG STORIES
...from the album METEIMORPI-IOSIS
...the single

I DON'T KNOW WHY
F
SKL 5212

O

KSKC 5212
ESKC 5212:

13584
Marketed

Your

Number. It is coupled
with The Pain Of Love
and clue out July 11.

64

IDECCA
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Venus, Mars
and now...

Sue on

the trai

1)

BI.A('KFOOT SITE are to

undertake

-

Noele Gordon, Crossroads' Meg Richardson,
said this week "I like it
very much,, It's coinplelNy different from the
one we've used for the
past .2,(100 shows. I think
the viewers will like It.

after all we're II years
on. lime for something a
little more advanced.
We're expecting quite a
reaction and we hope It's
favourable. We all like it

hen'."

The switch In Wings'
version of Tony Hatch's
tune was made last

Thursday.

Meantime.

Wings' album Venus and
Mars. which has the
Crossroads theme as its
final track, has gone gold
in Britain. The band
themselves are currently
rehearsing for a world
tour. which will Include

are: Dudley Technical

College (September 201;

Portsmouth Hlghbury

College

several major British
concerts.

have

run

into

trouble with their
forthcoming album
Tales For Heads.

Yin (Chris Sandford)
and Van 1Bill Mitchell I
had completed the album

when EMI

lawyers

127k;

C

N,

foreuws trouble with one

truck Stamping Rampant

Through Your

Early

.lannaries So release of
he album was put back
or It) days to allow the
tam to re-record the track
hopping "a suggestive
reference to a familiar

their

all

wtdunthrr

-

Chelsea

tion (November

II;

1;111'111
'

T

It

1

I

1.

SUE BYROM

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Peter Harvey
NEWS EDITOR
David Hancock

41:

EDITORIAL

and

Jan Iles
Martin Thorpe
Ray Fog (omndng
Dave Wright

171.

.

EDITOR

-

BOOBY
PRIZE

V
frt

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Jack Hutton

tNT A feel of Danny la
Roc's bra? Well you eon
W

have the

Budgie rigour

prouuwdine,
dui 'oil in

London

College (October
Cardiff College of Educa-

-

remain confident that
other innuendos, glossed
over by the legal gents,
will not go undetected by
their fans,

BUDGIE: AID'. to under.
lenglhyItritisah and
E:urultran tour at the end
of this year.
The hoof is ,a tnmd al

Plymouth

Chippenham College

name. Yin and Van, however.

In ke it

(261:

College of Education

N

Heading into trouble
YIN AND Y.AN who
had a big hit with
their Telly Savalas
take off single If,

British

a

college tour In the autumn
with AJ Webber support
ing.
The college tour will
run from September to
November and it Is hoped
a second album on DJM
will be released to
Coincide with the tour.
Dates so far confirmed

Wings theme for TV serial
THE LONG
RUNNING TV favourite
Crossroads has decided to adopt Paul
McCartney and Wings' arrangement of
their theme music for opening and closing
the programme
indefinitely,

fe

-

.

'

o

gall

J

the follow -lilt lit In For
The Lill which reached
hart last year.
then II

n

PIE

a

a

figment

of the

imagination

but a really

great single
to follow
the enormous
success of
their recent
U.K. tour
which was

TIE

more

than just

'Pie in
the Sky'

SKYE,
.L..
lé51

1

eaw

Skyband single
'Pie in the Sky'
RCA 2572

and the album
'Skyband'
SF8409

Rcn
Records and Tapes

of

Other prizes donated by
stars for the ball on June
are Alvin Stardust's
21
gloves, Tommy Cooper's
fez and Tom Jones' bow
tie. Guests at the ball will
include Sandie Shaw. the
Autocrats and Capital
Itadlo's Tim Rice as
compere.

Not just

chi nee

winning those and other
prizes at the Dunhill Row
Its 11 lu lie held in aid of the
Disabled living Fnundalion.
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Mike Sharman
ADVERTISEMENT
DIRECTOR

Peter Wilkinson

ADVERTISEMENT
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.Alan Donaldson
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I
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you know

the boy,

no:

eet
t e an
4

David Cassidy
has grown up. It shows in
his music, especially
his new single
`I Write the Songs'.'
More maturity, more style.
Listen to it now on -

01-2475761
RCA 2571 *Produced by David Cassidy
and Bruce Johnston

ftc,'
Records and Tapes
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£1,000

11
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Worth of

t

&

I

albums to

LL.

.

be won

AFTER THE Wembley event.' what else could we follow with
except one of the most in'credible music press, competitions
ever held, offering f 1.000 Worth of albums.
There will be 50 first prizes, each comprising a special
pack of 'six albums - one from each of the artists who
appeared at Wembley last Saturday. So you'll stand a chance
of Wining a copy of either Elton's Captain Fantastic or
Greatest Hits album, the Beach Boys' Holland. The Eagles'
One Of Those Nights, Joe Walsh's So What, Rufus' Rufusized
and Stackridge's Extravaganza. That's 300 albums!

7

:
THANK GOD Reg Dwight's
got good taste. His afternoon

.

f

.
ca
.
at Wembley resulted in a h(1
hand-picked squad of pre4s
0
dominantly American acts
that left mouths gaping
to you i tne correct order.
From the top...
and eyes popping._
The festival that doesn't
God only knows this Is
have a duff set seems to
where the Beach Boys
have arrived at last.
should have been as they
But, of course, there's a
surfed and danced along
with their legend.
price for having a bill of
headlining acts. Who
Staying mainly with
their mid Sixties sound
comes out top In the final
1

U

In fact they almost got
right. but unfortunately

the ever -generous Elton
was left to pick up the tab

for his self-Indulgence
and so we'd like to present

r`r

fr4;"..

f'-

i

came near to blowing It
hut no one cared as the
energy 'flow was getting
higher and higher
They knew they were

doubts that they'mlght be
Brian
a product of

Wilson's technical paranoia.
Nostalgia? OK. But the
72,000 crowd were right
along there as a turbaned
Carl Wilson, resplendent
In gold glitter Jacket
rocked on with classic
after classic.
Heroes And Villains

-

shuffle'

:;

.

they hrought a whole
generation to its feet when

they opened with

'made it but Good
the

Wouldn't It Be Nice and
from then on they cruised
the crówd again and
again, laying to rest any

Vibrations lacked
Crispness of the original.
It was

tine

only erne they

playing

to an

audience

weaned on their records,
and with Chicago master.

mind Jim Guerdo on base
they rocked the crowd out
with three classics
Surfin' USA, Barbara
Ann and Fun Fun Fun
leaving Wembley shaken
and Keg more than a little
apprehensive.

-

M

_

..

o

nr

°

acs:

;'4

A

;rriz

-tf.xtisc"#..

e:Evs14.

r

_f e,CC\. d,

_if ,

'

'

IIE MAI»: two nnistak
es, he shnuldn't have

had the Beach Boys nn
the hill and he should
have ripped up his pre.
arranged running or-

-

especially after
seeing the reception
der

the Itlt's got.

l'he audience was
go. What
nn ring to
they didn't want were

three opening numbers to bring them
down. By the time

Elton and the band
sta and on The hitch Is
(tack, the test tptempo number, he'd
knit the whole pace
haitlt so beautifully by
the previous act.
l

On the surface
everlhing was fine, the
band were light. Elton
sling his heart out, and
the sound (credit to

('tier

Franks!

was

superb. !tut the hard,
re once y feel that

V

/

.

Y

r
,

,

2

/

.^. I'C

they'd achieved in

rehearsals just didn't.
happen. Mid if the

umlienee were up and
wanted to stay there,
the next number was
inevitably a slow one.

It wasn't until two
hours after they'd
(.011(.01110nu

on, that the hand

finally did it. With the
descent of a fleshing
neon Captain Pentane
lie sign. and the album

AND SO we ask Use
question
Can there be a more
down-home American
denim band than the
blades?
It wouldn't appear

...

.
.

a

l i-

.,t

after tits strident
performance as they
took it easily to the
first real high of the
so

!'

afternoon with an
arrogant confidence

a perfect sound.
The Colorado Cow
boys decided to give
the whole thing a bit of
their own laid hack

and
,

r

There'll also he fifty runner's-up prizes of either a cartridge or cassette of
(1apb.in Fantastic.
`
eo all in All. there a hundred chances to win!
To enter the competition, all you have to do is answer the six questions
below. and send the complete coupon, no later than ,duly IS, to Wembley
vlidsuinmer ylusir Competition. PO Box 145, SpoUighl Publiratlons, I
Itenwrll Road, London. N7 7,411. The Editor's derision Is final,

1t!iT FOR Joe Walsh,
it

w"as a false

start

.lust as the buzzers

and the air
filled with expectancy,
in

.iaunty Joe slipped

into the void,
unable hi do it and
quite obviously perplexed,
(If course he was
greeted with a big
ripple, end of course
nnruy

1.

Who is the Brown Metcowboy7

2. N ho Is

the main song -writing genius behind the Beach Boys?

S.

What is the titleo! the Eagles' second album"

4.

With which band did sloe Walsh first find fame"

.5.

Who Is Rufus' lead singer?

-

-

brought
the first really cord
round of applause.
t'en's. It round of
applause.
"Mal guy's are too
ing number

polite," 'said

-

sloe.

mockingly
but he
couldn't gel Them up.
Any one of his
RUFUS played

a good,

straight set, With eyes
mainly focussed on
Chaka Khan, who

Which part of Britain do Stack ridge come front"

came on complete with

NAME

an amazing red Indian

head -feather en-

ADDRESS

semble.
The set included the
numbers best known to
British audiences, m eluding their current
single, Once You Get
Started, and the single
that dad start -it all for

AGE

If l win

the raunchy drone of
Meadows
his open-

a

runner's.up prize, 1 would like

Ceptein FamtasUn,
Heide in here apg )cable.

a

cassette / cartridge+ of

,

them, the Stevte

-

numbers
from his
twin albums
stood up
on Its own and
threatened to get the
restless caned off its

-

cutleetive arse, yet
collectively Walsh was
1

Va.wn.

lie gave it assay at
start of the seta "I
ain't been up this early
In years." Ity the time
the

he'd delivered
Wonder -penned

141-*

a

Tell

Me Something Good,
For some reason, the
PA didn't seem to be
as loud as it might
have been, and there's
no doubt that the full

effects of Rufus are

tf'f

F
ti ridJt
track

We

GI

KU

slaw, Some Time.

ovation

In
the

Elton had
ndssect all evening
ea tie,

Pinball Wizard
natrh. Saturday
'sight, were the encore
nominees. The au
thence that was left,
sadly depleted, danced
to the Iasi note. but
sadly. it was ton late,
Eh,' C'aptain's Insignia
had suffered a slight
deanolirai,
:and.

stick, which meant
three songs from
Desperado and an
amazing version of
Midnight Flyer with a

lot of exquisite harmonies thrown In for good
measure.
Without noUcatg it
you suddenly realised
the Eagles were a very
popular band and
there was no way to
stop them especially

when they encored
with a rocked -out Oh
Carol. The buzzers
hail finally wan the
day.

magical volee hoe solo
in Rocky Mountain
ay It was quite
5%

obvious, that the
playing was right but

the tempo wrong.
Still. esen if he was
too laid bark, the
encore was deserved
and the choice of the
Iteiatiesi Get Back was

smart
Saver.

-

and

a

set

better heard in a
smaller venue All
that aside, they played

a

nice,

funky

set

Shame they couldn't
have gone on when the
audience was a little
more wit rmed up.

their heads
AND STACK It!DOE . .. they can hold
of an
Despite the shuffle and bustle
high
insensitive
overtly
the
despite
assembling mass,
they played a masato
on stage.
fun -filled set that helped Immensely
for the day

acllvlty behind them

toad

J

the mood
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DAVID CASSIDY was
still tired on Sunday.

He'd been up for nearly
341 hours
in New York
before flying to Britain
a day early to arrive
in
time for most of the
Midsummer Music Festival at Wembley.
For David, the highlight of the afternoon
had been the Beach
Boys, and he'd spent
most of Sunday morning
playing I Can Hear

§d.,

1

-i

'assiay

laruiit

Music on the piano.
Mind you, there

is an affinity there

that's not Just

because they all
grew up In South-

ern California.
Carl Wilson Is

singing
David's

'

on

bits and pieces at gigs. I
went lo see America in
Hawaii and played with
them, and I've done other
things like that. I did
Horse With No Name with
them, and It was fun. I

by Sue
Byrom

don't think that half the
even knew it

new

single, Bruce

audience
was me

Johnstone co produced his new
album, and the
others are an

friends.
The album and the
single are now. It was
about 15 months ago that
most of The Press
attended a conference to
hear David saying he was
about to retire from
touring and w"hat was
happening. Despite what
was printed, he never
actually said he was
retiring period.
"I knew pretty much
what I had to do. I knew I
had to stop everything
completely. I knew 1 had
to stop the photographs. I
had to stop feeding that
whole machine. When -I
left here. I went back to
the States to sort out what
was happening with my
record company there.

.. My
records
were

,

schlock

-

-

anyway'
the whole experience of
being the world's main
'teen - idol. In order to put
a lot of what David now
feels Into perspective, it's
necessary to listen to the

album and what It's
saying.

Jive

tongue

A

in

-

lot of it is
cheek

-

the single which
"I made a deal with the including
Is out here, I Write
Company's lawyer, be. Songs.. Taken out The
of
cause still owed them a context, it might well
couple of albums. I sound very similar to
agreed to a Greatest Hits other Cassidy singles.
album and a live album
Within the context of the
the live one I never album. Its send - up
wanted to do. I think qualities are tar more
they're jive. So I put the apparent.
same album out twice
"The album is autoThe Greatest Hits, then biographical In a kind of
the same thing with an humorous, sad, bizarre.
audience. I didn't want to pathetic way. It was like
do It. It was horrible. All a therapy album for me,
I wanted to do was forget
spitting it all out this Is
aboutit. "
what it was like wasn't
By way of forgetting it. it dumb. wasn't It sad,
David went back to wasn't It all of that
California and Hawaii
"The album was orlgl
where he tried to put the nally called The Rise And
whole of the "David Fall Of Jackson Snipe.
Cassidy" experience into which is one of my aliases
perspective. It took him on the road. I wasn't even
nearly nine months.
going to have my name on
"1 didn't write and f
a at first. But the record
didn't play much. I did a company didn't really go
lot of re - evaluating for the name, so it was re
myself. Catching up titled. For what it's
emotionally with myself.
worth, I don't even care
I went back to a lot of
what it's called,. It's
people and re-established
what's in lt. "
relationships with them
Having decided to get
on a one-to-one basis.
out of the entire 'Image'
"Emotionally I've scene, David Cassidy Is
grown a lot, and now very aware of
consequently musically responsibilities he's taken
I've just made what Is to on by re - emerging as a
me my first album, the
gecording artist.
others were kind of demo
"When put my name
albums."
on the new recording
The album, due out mid contract, I really meant it
July, Is called The when I signed next to the
Higher They Climb, The space that said Artist.
Harder They Fall. It is That's what I want to be
very much a concept and what I Can be now. I
album, putting a cover on think I've always been
1

-

-

--

-

I

f'

1

,

i:

,
1

I
.`

someone who's 'moved
people
I've never been
someone that people have
said 'oh yeah. I'll add him
to my record collection'.
They've either loved me
or hated me. There's
always been a reaction,
whether It's positive or
negative,
"When I was analysing
myself after the split. I
knew I could go on
playing music In my own
living room if I wanted to,
but I knew I wanted to
reach people. Before,
what I was doing was

-

such

a

road' aren't you? I think everyone's entitled to
people ark expecting me - change their mind, but for
to do what David Bowie me I won't do it until the
did. 'Well, I'm retiring, experience changes. Ungoodbye', and then six til it becomes a musical
months later he's out on experience for me I'll
the road. That's OK,
probably start by playing

"But as I've said, It'll
have to wait until It is a
musicst experience for me
to go out on the road. And
that change ain't going to
happen with just one
album, I know that. I
think there are things on
the album that anyone
can gel oft on, but I can

see that some people will
lake the whole thing
seriously when they
shouldn't, I've taken a bit
of dramatic licence with

- there are bits
that haven't happened -

some of it

mass mis-

Emerging
"That's what this

album is. Me emerging
on whatever level. It's a
A

lot of people

are saying It's just an
Image change, but I'm
not. I suppose In the final
analysis I am, but at long
fast it's me being me,and
not me being contrived.
Obviously. the biggest
problem facing David Is
the past, and all its
connotations of teen - idol
and screaming fans.
Even at Wembley, while
Nilsson and Ringo could

walk about

com-

paratively unnoticed,

David was pursued by
girls with Cassidy buttons

F

and autograph books.

"I hope that the fans
will come with me. This
probably sounds a bit
presumptuous, but l think
they're more concerned
with me than with my
television - personality I
think they understand
that that's not me any
more. It'll be easier In
America, the FM stations
are already playing my
record. I stopped touring
there two - and - a half
years ago. Here, it's
fresher In the people's
minds, because it was
more recent- "

Irrespective of how long
or how recent, an obvious
question Is to ask David
about his touring Intentions.
"People keep saying
'you're going back on the

Some of the lowest,highest,sweetest,
strongest voices you've ever heard are all Linda Lewis.
Hear a few of them on Linda's new single,
'It's in his kiss"...
-

Available on Arista now.

ALINDA LEWIS
Its in his kiss
Maw,achued and Dóinbvted by EMI

pop star Cum bum, and
Phil goes up to lake the
newspaper David's sleeping under and starts
reading out a piece of
Hollywood gossip about a
missing pop star who
turns out to be David. It
sounds incongruous, and
11 is,
until you remember

that this Is Cassidy's
obituary
the other

-

Cassidy's obituary.

Listen
"Now, for me, It's all

down to how you define
success. Success for me

Isn't necessarily having a

'number one record.
Having done that, and
achieved a kind of
monetary success, It's
much more Important
that people will listen to

my records- And hate If
like I've never slept on a they hate it, but listen to
park bench. and I'm not it. Hate It for me, If that's
heart - broken, although
what they think, but hate
there was a stage when I
it for me now, not what
went through a sort of
they used to think of me
nervous breakdown."
before this. Getting them
The park bench refer- 'to listen is 99.9 per cent of
ence is a dialogue piece
the battle.
between a member of the
Exit Keith Partridge,
Fireside Theatre, Phil
Austin, and David, where enter David Cassidy
David Is a washed
up artist

representation of me that
I needed
to emerge. Mr.
Good Bad or Indifferent, I
had to be able to do that

first step

7
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After Lennon

and McCartney, Chinn and Chapman, Martin and Coulter, could

í es

it

be

.

g

I
by Ray Fox-Cumming
''

MUD ARE

in

a

curious state of

story
IL

- or at least part of

group still have the

greatest respect for the
talents, both of Mickie
Most, who is RAK, and
the Chinn/Chapman
songwrIting team.
Now that the break has
_been made, RAK are
got little houses and little
quite legitimately mar
cars. It's true, and that's
keting what Mud product
more than a lot of people
remains to them. At the
manage In a lifetime, but moment, they've got the
I think it's fair to say that
single Moonshine Sally
In commerical terms we
doing very nicely for
are one of Britain's lop
them and there's the Mud
pop groups and compared
Rock 11 album to come
with others
" he out next month.

Ray Stiles puts the
limbo.
other side, and
basic
While they've sev- complaint is overhismoney:
"I don't want to seem
ered their con- ungrateful,
but we did get
nection with their very little out
of It. We've

old record label,
RAK, their contract
isn't up until July 1
and until that date
they are not allowed
to record anything
for their new label,

Private Stock.

In the meantime, say
Mud's Rob Davis and
Ray Stiles, they are
fulfilling their last few,
concert commitments in
their date book, working
on songs and routining.
"Our drummer, Dave
Mount," says Rob. "Is

starring

In a new

film

leaves the sentence

unfinished.
"We couldn't go on like
that for ever, so In the end
we decided, when our
contract was up, to get dill
and see if we couldn't
make a bit of money for

ourselves."
Having said that. he
hastens to add that the

called Side By Side. They
started shooting it this
week and the rest of us
are involved with it in a
more minor way. but we'd
really prefer to be In a
recording studio."

"Moonshine Sally,"

says Ray. "was recorded
back in 1972 before our

first hit, Crazy. At

the

lime It was rejected for

single purposes, but,

since we left RAK. we've
been expecting them to
put it out"
What do you think d It?
"Oh it's OK", says Rob;

"but it's scarcely repre-

sentative of what we're
doing today. We didn't
play on the recording: In
fact we didn't play on any
tracks recorded before

Dynamite."
"We offered," says

Ray, "to go Info the
studios for RAK and cut a
new single, but once they
knew we were going,
NIcky Chinn told us Mike
Chapman wouldn't work
with us in a, studio

again."

Now that Moonshine
Sally has come out, Mud
have accepted It as a fact
of life and say they are
quite prepared to help in
promoting it all they can.
They are, however a bit
peeved about the B-side:
Watching The Clock.
'
"There's been an
almighty cock -up over
that." says Ray, "be-

cause this is the third lime
it's appeared as one of our
B-sides and I don't think
It's fair because it shortchanges the fans."
Turning to the future.
Mud will be back in a
studio on the first day

-

they can
July 1, with
the services of Phil
Weinman as producer.
"We're very glad to get
him," says Ray. "Apart
from being an excellent

producer, he's worked
closely with Miekie, Mike
and Nlcky in the past so
there's some sense of
continuity.**
There are advantages
releasing their

to RAK

product': In that it gives
Mud plenty of time before
they have to come up with
new material
new label.

for their

"We intend to take our

ir

111

h

'Ilse break between Mud
and RAK has not been

on

L-.

the

friendliest of terms. All
concerned are behaving
like gentlemen and such
grievances as are aired
are done so with
commendable restraint.
The way RAK and

'

e

I

i

have always been

knocked as the song writing sausage machine,
but if the knockers Could
only have seen the degree
of perfection those two
demanded in working on
a song. They were never

Mud's erstwhile songwriters Chinn and Chapman see It, they did u
good job for the group and

content with anything
that fell short. People
shouldn't knoék them

consider their departure
as plain ingratitude.

That's one side of the

CANCER
(June22 toJult1)
Very warn someone's
going to say 'Are you
doing anything tonight?' and you'd better
say no straight away,
because you'd rather
break a leg than let
yourself in foe what they
suggest. You've been
warned.
1.E0

taut 24 to Aug

23)
stop yapping
to

make an American

single. We are not
determined that the first
single on the new label
will be one of our
compositions though. We
shall record those 16 or 17
tracks and the best one
will be put out as a single
regardless of who wrote
It.

undignified bitter public
row, but neither can the
parting of the ways be
said to, have been

accomplished

record an album, whereas Mud Rock took only
seven days and Mud Rock
11 only five.
"We are not, however,
setting out to make a Mud
Rork ill. Two albums
like that Is OK, but three
would be too much.
"Rob and I have been
writing songs for the past
few months, and we'll
record some of them plus
some oldies. We intend to
do around 16 or 17 tracks
and then choose the 12
best for the album."
Are any of your
compositions suitable for
singles?
"We hope so. Phil
Walt man says that one of
them might very well

"These new songs
we've written are much
better than anything we
used to write for B-sides.
You can't work with
Nlcky Chinn and Mike
Chapman for as long as
we did without something
rubbing off.
"Chinn and Chapman

accompanied by an

everyone about all those
amusing little things
that happened te you
because (al they're not
amusing and (b) they
didn't really happen like
that anyway, did they
VIRGO
(tug2- tosep2:i)
Now Is the lime for a6
Virgo. to look to their
zips. Make any fleets-

sary repairs quick,

because If you don't
you'll end up walking
n round all hay holding a

newspaper in front id
you nr. worse still,
'attracting unwanted at
Motion.
-

LIBRA

24 to Oct t.9 )
Travel is still well

starred, but do please
make mute you've got
snow clean clothes with

If you look too
frightful my deers, the
you.

(ravelling will a1 be in
vain and you'll be well
out of the running for

even

weeniest little

sooner.

-

holiday

ill

Mongolia for your

misdeeds. Well, you
haven't been forgiven
yet so proceed an

bark.

-

CAPRICORN

(0e11.4 to Nov 22)

l

Someone whom you
love is about to do a
never to be
moonlight
seen again, ono get out

-

to

Siberia and don't hurry

SCORPIO

Oren to

.tan Si )
Okay, so you suspect
your beloved of being

unfaithful, but it's no
good plastering them

reme Tiber them by.

later you'll be released

honey

and sooner

wild.

AQUARIUS
(Jan21 to Feb Ill)
Right you lot, stop
worrying about those
bruised egos and do
something about it Try

little teasing

-

lingering looks across a
rrnwded train,'aeeiden-

with love bites to make
your existence known to
the other man / woman.
That's just ton vicious

of photos to

and sent bark into the

a

your Box Brownie and
Map a few pia of them
quirk. Then at least
you'll have an album

full

(Sept

the teeniest

SAGITTARIUS
(Nov23 to Dec
Last week you were
banished off to Outer

or

tal' brushing past

beautiful strangers in
the dark - and see how
many favourable reac-

tions you get.
PISCES
(Feb In to Marto)
You're dashing about
like a blue assert fly,
driving everyone up the
a lf
and getting no
-

because they just don't
know what goes into It."
For the new album Mud

time." says Ray "We've
allowed six weeks to

where. Calm down, cool
off, change your diet
and you might even pans
the void nose test.

ARIES

to Apr20)
Your oivn little clique
of friends Is getting
pretty dreary and the

IMar2i

has corn,' to meet
new friends. The way to
doll is by joining a local
organisation

-

any-

thing from the Young
Consery alive, to The
Mackintosh Club will
do. Either way, there's
a flash time ahead.
TAURUS
(Apr21 to May 21)
Tall dark strangers
are crossing everyone's
path but yours, so you'll

augmenting their
line-up by one
a
are

keyboard

Andy

-

player called

"we Can't

remember his surname"
who used to be In
Candlewick Green.
"If it works well," says
Ray. "eve may use him for
concerts as well later, so
that we can do songs on
stage, which we've never
been able to-before
but
he won't be an official
member of the group."
Mud are now very
anxious to build up a
following in the countries
where they haven't had
success In the past
America particularly,

-

-

-

-

"We'd like to start
there," says Ray, "by
perhaps playing just a
couple of concerts for the
Press so that they can get
an Idea of what we are

like onstage,
"One of the troubles is
that we don't know where
we stand in a lot of
countries. In the past
we've only really known
about what records were
being putout more or less
on our own doorstep.

"In

America, for

instance, I think we've
had one single out- but it
could be two."
The Interview has
scarcely been a high
adrenalin affair
mono
quiet appraisal of the past
and taking stock of the
present situation. "But,"
says Ray to dose with,
"we are really very
excited about our new
deaL We've a new label, a
new producer and everything lu play (or. Above
all, we've all got a lot of

-

new enthusiasm."

just have to make do
with short blond ones.

It's

not that bad a
prospect, 1975 is a very

good year for short
blond strangers as

you'll soon find out to
your grant delight
GEMINI
( May l2 to lone 21)
Happiness ks you
shaped for the moment.
no you had better be on
your best form. Sparkle
all you ran and give
pleasure birth to your
self and others at the
seine time. The stars

are shining kindly on

you so make the most of
it before they start
dealing out all things
foul toyou.
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by SUE BYROM
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THE ROLLERS are sick of bad press.
during their tour every day
Every week
there are stories about them which are

-

-

full of Inaccuracies.
The latest Insult came when a pop paper
(they usually know better) wrote about the
girls who'd known them before they became
household names.

That article summed it up, because the Rollers feel
very strongly that whilst they try to help as much as
time allows. the press. In return. constantly misquotes
them
and often very unfairly. Obviously It's
something that happens
to practically every group
or artist in the world, and
it's very difficult to find a
solution to the problem.
For the Rollers, their
first real experience of

'ir

-

The

Iress hysteria started
half -way through their

recent nation-wide tour,
and about the time of the
Mallory Park incident,
when girls were jumping
into the lake to try to get
nearer their idols.
The next day, the
majority of the national
press and their photographers were al the
theatre Then the papers
were full of photos of
screaming girls. of girls
fainting, of girls doing

anything that was

detimd newsworthy.
For the next two weeks.
it was rare to see the
Rollers off the front pages

of the daily papers. When
Les McKeown was Involved in a fatal accident
in Edinburgh. It seemed
almost too co-incidental to
be true. A lot of papers
said that Elaine Camp
bell. the girl in the car
with Les at the time. was

his girlfriend, despite
statements from Tam
Paton that the girl was
Les' brother'sgirl-friend.

"It's daft"

Les said

"Everyone In
Edinburgh knows that
Elaine goes out with
Harry. It's just another
recently.

case where the press, or
some of them, don't want
tobelieve the truth."
During the tour I'd
asked the boys what they
thought about the reports
an the papers describing
the tour itself, and the
general opinion was that
the inaccuracies were an
unfortunate fact of life.

"Of course it worries
us." said Eric. "Our
main concern is always
for the fans, and when the
reporters are writing that
50
girls were injured,
when in fact it was only 15
girls, and they were just
suffering from hysteria,
then It makes us angry.
Parents will read what
the papers are saying and
believe lt, and thenthey'l

stop their kids from
coming

along,

because

they're worried about

their safety.
"I think the thing that
really gets to us is that It's
just a small percentage of

the fans in the audience
who get really worked up.
The rest are just there to

le

I

tf

Rollers

hit

i

back

r

at
their
bad

went Into great details

about Alan's romance
with a girl in Edinburgh,
and how Tam had gone to

Press-

ridiculous lengths

but
enjoy the show
we've never seen any
papers showing photos of
the quieter sections of the
audience, only the photos
by ambulances and the

like."
A

spokesman from the

Rollers' public relations

office confirmed this
opinion,
"There was one occa-

girl had been
taken to hospital during
the concert, and after the
Mon when a

show, some of the
reporters were asking

Tam what he felt about
the fact that the girl was
due to have an emergency

operation. They kept
inferring that the girl had
been badly Injured during
the gig, when In fact the
girl was taken to hospital

with appendicitis which could have hap
pened any time. "
-

Another national paper
reported that at the

Ipswich concert,

100

policemen had lined the.
front of the stage, trying
to control the audience.
in fact there were 12
policemen
all outside
the theatre, checking that
people had' their tickets,

-

to

protect the boys by lying.
whilst at the same time
Inferring that Tam had
talked about Instigating a
crash to make news.
All the group were very
upset by the article,
particularly Les and
Alan, who were the main
subjects of the article.
"You know, all that
stuff about the romance I
was meant to have had
with Linda just wasnna
true," Alan told me when
I spoke to him this week.

"Linda's been a friend
of my sister for years, and
she was often round at our
house. You know, we had

big following In
Edinburgh and Scotland

a

for

a

long time before we

got well-known In the rest
of the country,_and there
wire always a lot' of
people around. There's
probably lots of photos
around of me with

-

and someone would take a
snap. But I've never been
out with Linda at all."

Amongst other things
mentioned in the article
were quotes talking about
Alan being drunk, and
knocking over a boy In his
car.
"The drunk thing Is
daft, I (just wouldna be

that stupld

as

to

wander round Edinburgh
like that. As for the wee
Litt and the accident. he
just ran out. Ele bumped
his head. that was all.
Nothing like being taken
to hospital and me going
lo visit him. Ele was One
I
rang him later to
make sure, because I was
oneernerl, but I never
went to hospital, because
he tia sn 't taken there. "
Articles and statements
like this are making the
group wary about what
they'll be reading In the
press next.
For Alan, it was the
constant Inaccurate re-

-

porting and general

bv

-

a

restaurant recently

with some of ma mates,
and we sal down to eat.
Then suddenly the
proprietor came up to me
and said a lad was
ringing the local press to
get them

to come down

and take a photo.

leave

I

had to

you know. I
couldn't stay and let all
that happen. I don't think
that I get on loo well with
some of the national

papers.

The music

papers are OK in the
main, but it's the others.
At the moment, all the
Rollers have got a short

breathing apace, due to
Eric and Woody having to

rest

under ifoetor's

orders. For Alan it means
an escape, and a chance
to open the mail that's

arrived for his birthday
last Sunday.

Odn,r

SONGWORDS

"I've had

to get some of
invasion of privacy that my mates In to help me
led him to think about open all the cards and
there's sacks
leaving the group, even presents
before the story came out. and sacks of them, and
they're still arriving/
abouthis real age.
"You know, I went Into Everyone's been really

LACK PUDDING BERTHA

Wnrn

-

_.=1,351

different people, because
I might walk into the hall

Sung by
THE GOODIES

At Hammersmith It was
reported that a girl had
fallen 30 feet from the
completely
balcony
untrue.
And now it seems that
It's knocking time. The
paper which recently ran
the piece on the Rollers

-

before they were famous,

II
Í

great

-

they.'ve sent

rings, teddy bears,

jumpers, everything. Tell

every one I'm
grateful."

really

i Tam Paton, the Rollers'
manager, was also the
subject of some criticism

article.
"A lot of the trouble Is
the way things are
taken," he said. "When I
made that remark about
crashing a car, it was
said when there was a lot
of joking going on. You

In the

know, you sit around and
have a 'if only and when'

conversations. Like

'when I win the pools'.,
That's how that remark
about the car was made,
but just print It straight,
and it comes out very
badly. The same when
the girls said that I'd

them down. It's
true, I did! But again,
when that happened there
was a lot Of joking going
on. There.was never any
malice.
always very
difficult In situations like
this, when any news
hosed

"It's

-

or
becomes good news
whichever.
bad news
As manager of a group,
I've got to have their
interests át heart If I
didn't, there's no way the
group would want me,
never mind anyone else
It's upsetting when these

-

-

not only
stories start
for the boys, but for the
fans, because they startle
believe them and they gel
genuinely upset, because
they Identify so strongly
with them.
"You know, there've
been so many silly things
printed, It does get so that
you don't know what's
coming next. That's why
we're glad to have the
chance to try to set the
record straight "

gum we like to rock believe it or not
The ladies in the South can never do it right
They can't do it they just can't do it
(And Cow heels)
(Tripe and cow heels)
Big bold and brassy that's the way to rock 'n' roll
Oo 0o Black Pudding Bertha
She's the queen of Northern soul
By gum (by gum)
Here she come (here she come)
Yum yam lyum yuml
Shake your bum (shake your bumf
Black Pudding Bertha she's the queen of Northern
soul.
Ee by gum
Black Pudding Bertha
Oo Black Pudding.
We know a lass a really lovely Yorkshire lass
When she starts to dance
She shimmies like a plate of tripe.
Black Pudding oo Black Pudding oo Black Pudding
Big fat and juicy what can her attraction be
Ee looks just like a pudding
That's why she appeals to me.
Chorus:
Oo she can shake like an earthquake and everybody
knows
She goes like dynamite.
Chorus:
chips
Her greasy lips taste a bit like fish and
And every time we kiss
appetite
my
whets
She
Repeat chorus and fade.
moxa.
Copyright 119751 Oddsocks /ATV
Ee by
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Step Two
SHOWADDYWADDY
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1

THE NEWALBUM

Step Two
available now on album,cassette and cartridge

Also available
their first album
'SHOWADDYWADDY"

rr

STEVE HANLEY
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DISCO PAGE

W eloome, anyway,
to
this, the first of a regular
weekly page devoted to
Fax A Info for Disco this.
dancers, and super sharp
record freaks in general.
.lust to give it all some

credibility,

I'd better

explain where Pm coming

I've

from.

been

a

discotheque DJ myself for
over 13 years. having
started out as a club jock
in London and New York.
During the mid -60's my
main interest was soul
"-Irmusic
and, In fact,
when I was doing the
weekend allniters at
Soho's The Scene In
'65/66, I played nothing
but Northern Soul . .. on
its first time around!
When I went mobile in
1965 I soon saw that an all Soul policy was too
restricting, and also that
as most other mobile
discotheques were aimed
at the kids It would make

-

sense U I net out to Will
over an older age group.
Older audiences, In-

cidentally. are usually

richer and more appreciative of the trouble you

take. Consequently 1 now
tend to play to very mixed
age groups, for which
,sorry a vast range of
music. There are even
occasions when I don't

play a single current
mainly
chart record
because

-

modern

music

really does sound so dull
in comparison with the
sort of crazy "party"
music I've made by
speciality.
This Is an aspect of

huge

are

or ought to be

-

differences of
approach to dee-jaying in
a club and on a mobile
date. In a club you know
that the audience has
paid to he entertained by
the musical speciality of
that club, whereas al
most private parties the

audience is totally uncommited. Thus in a club it
would be suicide but at a
mixed age party probably
a

sensation if you

managed to work in a
kneesup or Scottish reel,
for instance.

to unlikely
records.

interesting reading,

compiled from the returns
of all the Disco Dee -Jays
who recently registered
as contributors to it
It was obvious from the
very first glance at all the
completed Chart forms
that Van McCoy's The
Hustle would corn out on
but then that
tap .
.
could have been predicted
anyway, right? What is
really Interesting Is that,
amongst all the more

PETE WINGFIELD'S

great doo-wop cum sweet
soul parody, Eighteen
With A Bullet (Island
W I P 6231), which if It isn't
a hit here will certainly be
one In America, where its
music trade jargon will
mean more to the radiolistening public. Dougall
D,1

usual current chart
some

-

Smash of '75
that's EL
BIMBO by BIMBO JET

contributing 13.1s have
placed really quite
obscure or unlikely

Columbia OC 006 12057).
Already a multi -million
the
Continent and still on
most European charts,
(

seller all over
this catchy

wah-wah

propelled synthetic Instrumental Is going to be
heard by holidaymakers
this year whether they
know, what It's called or
not.

It's currently

the most

Inquired -about record on
Capital Radio and, In
discos It's bigger than
The Hustle In the Sates.
In fact, until Its release
here last week, British
discos were Importing

American pressings to
play!

THE
M00GALOOS (Son et
SON 2061) and EL
DAG

GRECO (Pye 7N 25686),
of which the first two are
good In their own rights.
However, the original
by BIMBO JET has to be
the hit. and has already

had great reaction at my
own gigs.
Once It's established
here, you may find that
two copies are useful as
the (upside Version 2 with

Spanish vocal

inter-

jecUons makes a great
segue to prolong the
groove. Hasta la vista,

huh?!

Incidentally, there's

cleverly promoted

by

Phonogram 'with cheap
plastic whistles sent to all
the key des -jays. Payola
lives?
MAJOR LANCE: You're

Everything I Need (Pye
7N 45487 ). My own Pave of
the week, Major's got a
great creamily clomping
Al Green type Memphis
beat going, thans no
doubt to co producer Al
(MG's) Jackson. This I
-

-

MICHAEL JACKSON:
Just A Little Bit Of You
(Motown M 1349F).
Produced by Brian

Holland, Michael's back
with his hit- making ways
on this cleverly arranged
medium temp sparkler

...

bley, Middlesex, Is right
on the spot In my
he's got El
estimation
Bimbo at number one
already (as an Import)!
As he's evidently well into

-

-

listing
the Soul sound
such as the Brothers, Joe

Bataan, Earth Wind &
Fire, and Miami
I
wonder If he realised at
the time that Bimbo Jet
are Spanish?

-

(Vibration VI
"Miaou"

I hate to suggest
it. because It's what he's
all about, but if Bobby's
voice was lows row and
authentic this could he the
one to put him into the
3.5859).

Barry White market.

Great buoyantly bouncy
rhythm. pretty melody,
superb Soul singing.
CRYSTAL GRASS: Crys-

lal World

(Philips

Already known
of you, this
Continental import (like
El Bimbo ') gathers
admirers whenever it's
played. Funky instrumental work with bits
of background singing,
it's extra nice in stereo,
with Norman Whitfield inspired effects.
LI N PAUL: It Oughts
Sell A Million (Polydor
6009633).
to many

20514602).

The new

"I'd

Like To Teach The World
To Sing" .
and all
MoR jocks know how

RECORD

.

reaction report next
time.
THE BIDDU ORCHESTRA: Summer Of '42
(Epic EPC 3318). That
lovely Michel Legrand
movie theme started off
slow and then speeded op

with slurping cymbals
and pounding rhythm in
the Barry White manner.
Btddu's the "Kong Fu
Fighting" producer and
knows how to make It

right, even if
for the old folks.
sound

maybe a little bit too fast

Fllpside's''Northern

Dancer" is exactly what

It says It Is, and should
find as many if not more
friends.
THE SOUL FOX OR-

CHESTRA:

Thumb

an

BM 108).

Recent recodings with
that old Mira / Mirwooct
churning sound
ex
cellent of their type, both
sides will do well up North
but deserve to spread
South too.

-

MIRROR'S

536).

appropriately slinky

yet chunky rhythm

backing"and the breathy
pair gel to scratchin' each
other's backs - , until a
dog goes "Woof". Good
.

A

Man Out

There

nudle, Lola sounds beefy
on her self - penned gritty

I
2

growler as she thunders

3

on

4

about the man out
there who can turn her
on. Brassy and good.

LEON HAYWOOD: Come
An' Get Yourself Some
(20th Century TC 2191).
The mellow moonlighter
gets himself some steel
drums and a slightly
Staples Singers sound on
this chattering rhythm
semi - slow meanderer
front the R&B Top 30.

Fo - Dose - O Dee, Babette%
'Hake Ole In Your Arms, Doobie Bros

Janus
State

I

The lhasUe, Van McCoy

a Wanna Dance Wit(lion, Disco Tex
9 Roil(/ver lay flown, Status Quo
1

Avco
Chelsea

nothing blatantly Spanish
Vertigo
about the A -side at all, so In Sending Out An SOS, Rhetta Young ....AU Platinum
As was to be expected don't expect your usual
It U I!A K Kits
other , record companies Continental jollity
hl 'limbo, Btmbo.lel
Columbia
have been quick to issue
this is more like Barry'
Ought To Sell A Million.
Polydor
their own cover versions , White (who's also big In 3 Meal Ticket. Elan John Lyn Paul ..
DJM
oat are..l7rYDCI..a.w.u..
Inv Jain
.iMedirine Jar, Wings
...... , ..CAP!al

ill
I

w....-

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
19
14
15
16
17
18
19

20

The Hustle, Van McCoy & The Soul City Symphony .. Avco
Disco Stomp, Hamilton Bohannon
Brunswick
Sing Baby Sing, Stylistics
Avco
Dynomite. Tony Candllo's Barak a
A&OI
I We ono Dance Whit Choo. Disco Tex
Chelsea

Walkingln Rhythm,Blackbirds
I'm Not In Love, lore

Disco Queen, Hot Choc Mate
Sending Out An SOS, Retta Young
Roll Overlay Down.Status Quo.
Om Down, The KG's
I'm Back With The Boys, Gary Glitter
Soul Walking, The Whatnauta
The Way We Were, Gladys Knight
Take Me In Your Arms, Double Brothers

El Bimbo.HimboJet
Baby I Love You, Kenny
Bertha Butt Bangle, Jimmy Castor Bunch
Thanks For The Memory, Slade
Rock Around The Clock, B111 Haly

BREAKERS
Mamma Never Told Me. Slater Sledge
I

A

Ride; Ain't No Soul

(Bark Magic

go Sylvia and
her gentleman friend, to

Warners
l'hree,Steps To !leaven, Shoaaddywaddy
Bell
31'11110 For You Anything, Barry White .. 20th Century
6 Sing Itaby Sing. Stylistics
Avco
7

woks and solidly
thudding happy back -

BOBBY WOMACK:
Check It Out (UA UP

get the chance to try it
this weekend I'll give you

a

SYLVIA: Pussy Cat

'diste, Kay Stevens

:1

this may be lens sexy but
could give those bare chested guys an across the - board "Sing Baby
Sing" style hit as they
croon and coo a simple
lyric over subdued wukka

heats. Instrumental version on flip.

rangement that does It.

HAMILTON'S DISCO TOP TEN
2

-

that clomps along In
bright and breezy Mo-town style. Yeah, it's the
James Carmichael ar-

Somewhere (RCA PD.
10267). The black movie
star and ex - Playboy

da

The Rimshots

can't stop playing hope
14 hits you that way too.
Inklmmental version on
flip.
THE MOMENTS: Dolly
My Love (All Platinum
6146906). Faster than
"Girls", with a fashion
ably busy rhythm track.

SUGAR BILLY: Sugar Pie (Fast Track FT 2503).
Welcome back to an old feature that checks out hot US
singles that are only available in the UK on Import at
the time of a-riling. First off, this fast churning beater
has much to commend It to dancers up North. Billy's
phrasing is straight out of the past while the wah - wah
and whistles are very today. and the frantic mixture's
Just fine for everyone.
Uh, hey hey!

Rosy/Sparks/Harley-

I

(

Straight .from
the States

Is almost as witty
although in a totally
different musical style.
type staccato and modern
and good.
Pete Brown of Seasons
Dscotheque from Wem-

&

of a 5:08 long Disco
Version B-side its messier
arrangement is likely to
lose here to the punchier
Rimshots, who thump
along more cleanly. Also,
the Iimshots have been

fun, and the pressIng's
OK for once.
LOLA FALANA: There's

this being kin

RIAT (Phlltps

6009571),

A

Body (EMI 2289), which

treatments by PAUL
MA

also Includes

RAINCOATS I Love You
For Your Mind Not Your

of the

Four Bimbos
bounce in
THE SUMMERTIME

so

let's see what some of U e
less likely records are.
Dougall DJ of Twechar,
Kilsyth in Scotland earns
my respect for including

tional Disco Chart,

names,

All the sub-

mitted charts make

first weekly Disco Page.
here is the Record
Mirror's very first Na-

Rhythm And Blue Jean
Baby (Jet 755). With a
bass line not unlike
"Bend Me Shape Me" and
some sexy stop / starts,
Lynsey makes straight
happy Pop noises that
sound fine to me, though
Roger (over a million a
day) Scott hates it. If

a-

even with the advantage

From obscure
TOGETHER. with the

to

(Epic EPC 3441), but

Let's hear from you, the
dee-jays, about some of
the more lunatic records
that you use to liven up
your presentation. Every
week we'll run a Hot Tip
with a suggestion about
record sequences or other
tricks that work for you.
To kick it off; try this:
HOT TIP
When you've misjudged
and the disc you're
playing isn't going over
well, turn it to your
advantage. Don't just
fade the record out:
switch off the deck and let
the disc grind to a halt as
you start the next one.
You'll get a LAUGH!

LYSEY DE PAUL:

In

obvious. The US hit is by
GARY TOMS EMPIRE

popular that one used to

Automatic response
at my own gigs, a very
be.

useful record.

of girls
do the

a gang

exhort you

Hello again
ten months?

4

(Blow Your Whistle) (All
Platinum 6146304).
There's a battle looming
over this Roger (Cookapenned
way) Cook

stomping chanter,

GEE, but it's great disco dee-jaying that I
to be back home! hope this page, with your
will bring
Has it really been participation,
out Into the open. There

new spins

Fantasy
Mercury
RAK
AB Platinum
Vertigo
G Bell

AB Platinum

Buddah
Warner

EMI(Import)

2

Listen To What The Man Said, Paul MdIirtney

3

Crystal fi rasa. (tvstal World

RAK

Atlantic
Polydor
MCA

Atlantic
&

Wings
Capitol

Phillips

.
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DISCOSCENE
Mobile Disco's

OBILE
COTIIF.QItE.

3

-

:V15

Tel: Wayne, Roger

sot, N D5 INCREDIBLE

Squire's (DJ Studios),

DIS(7OTHEQUEs

722 8111.

DISCOTIIF.QI IGK
501I511S I NCItEDIBLE
111S(Y)TI I F l( I IF,S

or tend

01-888 9755

dium.

SOUNDTO LIGHT

DISCOTHEQUES. ANY

100

-

Fine advertising me-

From 18.90 per
E. for sample.
blank cassette labels
(1.15.
Moordale
Mail Order Supplies. RM

-

PF: It

F.

I E N

CF

perience Christenings.
Weddings. Parties, Golden Weddings.
Orpington :18918 evenings.

-

DENNIS

.1

cotheques.

-

Ring

MIDLANDS i)I S('O Salts -

7

-

faction guaranteed.
021-770 2510.
D.1

r

-

Tape Input

- Ruislip 72990.
-

Fztl mixing

DAVE IANSE:N
4010.

STANDARD

£124.20 inc. VAT
a.. /k 70 wet ems. roller stag.

-

/

.10115 ItUSSFJJ.
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by Giovanni Dadomo

soul gossip

COOKING WITH

York disco
(flange of label for Newture
product
Express
distribution.
t
EMIdistribution
ininBritain will be for
hiding
currently
Sensation
Sweet
out In darkest Nertfeí dshlre rehearsing
and
for their next
ma
the igg day
possible single.July IA Isthe day when
that's
for Stan freaks
issues an
the reportedly ailing label from the
avalanche of new materialTrammps,
Taylor,
Johnnie
of
likes

A NEW

and Betty
Carla Thomas
Crutcher. There's also a

INGREDIENT
THE KINGS, near Ilford, on London's eastern edge is an odd
mixture of pub, restaurant and disco. Limmie and the Family
Cooking top a bill that includes a resident group who do whatyver's
in the Top Twenty, a Les Dawson -style comic, and a Cockney
deejay who fills the cracks between acts with a strange blend of

. Ike Hayes collection
Best Of .
distant
coming from Stax in the not too here In
and Fire
Wind
future. Earth
Santana.
September as support to
of a
Continuous delays in the schedulingfrom
follow-up to The Way We Were

Gladys
out though
an Imagination

-

By comparison with the other acts. who probably all have day jobs, Limmie's
girt one guy team are amazingly professional, coasting through a brisk set that two
has
their own hits (You Can Do Magic, Dreamboat, A Walking Miracle, and the newie
Lollipop) sand wiched around material that their across the board, 15 to fie audience
are only too happy to hear just ore more time. Thus I Feel A Song. Supernatural
Thing, and the obvious crashing finale with I've Got The Music In Me.
The dressing room's a pea green prefab to the Kings' back yard The ladles have

soundtracking. 211th Century records
announce their first British signing,
Madame
three ladies name of before
that
previously the Soulettes and
the Rebelettes. Rufus Thomas planning
know
you
did
next
album
Blues
a
Rufus got his start In showbiz playing a
frog? Find out more about soul's 58 week's
year old grandpappy in next runs
on
Record Mirror, the paper that
hominy grits.

-

changed from their

Limmie and Co

record company we were
called just Family Cooking, but our manager
wanted to change it and
he couldn't call us Jimmie
and 'The Family Cooking
on account it's a strange
name for a girl so I
borrowed my brother

group with another girl
named Gwynne Kelly..
We had a record out on
Warner Brothers called
(Stains, but it didn't do
much and when the girl
left we were joined by ourbrother and became
Family Cooking. "
"Eeeenyway," drawls
Jimmie, "we eventually
cut You Can Do Magic
which got us a silver
record. After that we did
Dreamboat. and then A
Walking Miracle which
was arranged by Van
McCoy and had Hugo and,
Luigi as producers.
Then there 'was
Saxophone which didn't
do as well as the others;
ad now we have Lollipop
which you may remember

casual suit (Martha)
whilst newest member
Mark is in tailored jeans,
and a plain T-shirt
Jimmie speaks first,
explaining the Limmie
business once and for alL
"When we joined the

Limmié s name. "
Originally Jimmie

ex-

piains, the group consisted of herself, Martha
and Limurie, but Limmie
had plans for a solo
career and left the group.
"Then," adds Martha,
"he rejoined and then he
left again last time we
were in England and
Jimmie and I had in do
the last few dates on our

by the Chordettes a
time ago.
So

"We were pretty good
too," adds Jimmie, "in
fact we got offered a tour
of Australia for just the
two of us but we had to
refuse because we had
only two days between the
end of the British tour and
the beginning of the
Australian tour. "
When the girls got back
home they asked Mark to
join the group. Mark was
still in school but jumped
at the opportunity any-

"I

Brown imitation, half
caricature, half show of
respect, including the

splits

and

a

full

somersault).
When we've all finished
laughing at Mark's antics
we go back to Martha who
tries to tell the story from
the very start_
"We awe from Canton.
Ohio, which is a pretty
good place to come from
with neighbours like the
O'Jays and the Players.
"Naturally we all sang
in church when we were
kids and Jimmie and I
eventually ended up in a

uger7

had

don't know, It

nancial support from
within the group. "
"And

(it's worth

mentioning that the high
spot of the Cooking's is
M ark's astounding James

if they

usually takes about ten
years. I know It's always
being said, but It really Is
hard for black groups if
you don't have some fi-

showbiz, Mark?
"Huuuh!" says Mark
almost collapsing in mach
ecstasy and rising up to
salute the spectre of

.

SUNSET (TA MIA STML 11287 )
Captained by the very excellent
Lamont Dozier, who both produced the
album and wrote all Its ten tracks, this
could well be the album to take the four man Originals out of the shadows and
into the spotlight Rich harmony vocals
deftly embroidered with careful horn
and string arrangements are the order
of the day, the tempo varying from
forthright stompers like Why'd YoudJe
or the strangely - titled Financial
Affair, to the mellow Fifty Years or the
excellent title track. With a hit single,
and the aforementioned Why'd You Lie
sounds like a ceert to me, the Originals
could well be important names In the
next few months.

InCast,

ling

Jimmie, "but right now
we're stuck In this pop
bag and we just have logo
along with this until we're
In a position where we
have more freedom."
Which shouldn't be too
long if they can turn out a
few more giant hits, right
Martha?

way. Howd'you like

album picks
THE ORIGINALS: CALIFORNIA

complete control of their
recording output?
"Strictly funk," says

own.

showbiz

halfway
to heaven

what would they be

doing

I guess the people

who took ten years getting
'to the top enjoy it more,"
says Mark. "And I'd say
we were about halfway
there already. "

"Yeah-" says Martha
in mock despair, "hallway to heaven's door!"

Jokes aside though,.
Limmie and the Family
Cooking are finding new
fans wherever they play;
aside from that their first
album is almost coin
pleted and ready for
release and their excellent re -interpretation
of Lollipop stands every
chance of being their
biggest bit to date. Like
(hey say in the, Boondocks, there ain't no

cooking like family
cooking.

does

save
comedy Uptown Saturday Night
your pennies and see Claudine. Not that
it
least
at
but
hilarious
that's exactly
had Gladys Knight and the Pips

Booster?).

dresses into slacks and Tshirt (Jimmie) and a pink

finally

nly he
it'll almost certainly
mil The Best Thing

That Ever Happened. ComedianIs
Richard Pryor's cameo appearance
tie funniest thing about current black

-

disco favourites and ancient Bluebeat (remember Prince

voluminous chiffon

birial

-

From the
Mecca of British soul.,

MANDRILL: SOLID (United Artists

UAS25788)
Seven tracks from the septet who
were pioneers of the now commonplace

Chart compiled by Russ Winstanley and Richard Snarling'

Long Way BabyFlower
Shoppe
The Bells
2
Let Me Do It
The Sharonettes
3 15 Going To A Go -Go
1
The Day My Heart Stood Still ..O111e Jackson
4
4 I'm Coming Home In The Morning , Lou Pride
5
Tommy Hunt
6
9 Cracking Up Over You
Tommy Hunt
7 10 Get Out
King Errison
8 Zola
8
and The Soul
Ross
12
Myself
Johnny
Help
9
I Can't
Explosion
The Pointer Sisters
10 13 Send Him Back
14 The Trip ...Dave Mitchel and The Screamers
11
The Chantells
12
Run Away
Tamiko Jones
13
6 Spellbound
14
Mine ExclusivelFred Exclusively Orchestra
Judy Harris
15
You Touched Me
16
Can't Chance A Breakup. Ike and Tina Turner
Tobbi Bowe
17
Groovy Feeling
Mel Britt
18
She'll Come Running Back
19
Nikki Farrow
Set My Heart At Ease
20
Breakaway (Vocal and instrumental)Ernie
Bush
HOT TIPS
Long Gone
Debbie Fleming ( Attic) Import
Thumb A Ride Earl Wright and his Orchestra
1

2

-

You've Come

A

-

---

],

(Capin

funk movement The overall feel of the
album is a bit more restrained than
Mandrill fans of old might expect, but If
It's fire you want there's plenty of that
on Tee Vee or Peck Ya Neck, whilst
longer tracks like Silk or Solid itself are
just right for the leisurely intimacies of
a 3 a. in. poet -party shuffle.
OD

US soul singles
-

I
(I) IA)OK AT ME (1'M IN LOVE)
Mnments
2
(1) (iIVI. THE PEOPLE WHAT

-

THEY WANT O'Jays
:4
(I) SLIPPERY WHEN WET
('ommodores
Van McCoy
a
(8) THE HUSTLE
:and The Saul City Symphony
( - ) JUST LITTLE BIT OF YOU

-

-

- Miehael Ja rkson
1:

(Il) THE WAY WE WERE / TRY
Gladys Knight

TO It P.MEM11kR
The Pips

-

-

(7) SADIE Spinners
(s) WHAT CAN I DO FOK YOU
I .abelli
s (let TAKE ME TO THE RIVER
Syl.lohnson
SOONER OR LLTER
lit
Impresaims
7
$

(-)

t

-

-

1975
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by Sue Byrom & Ray Fox-Cumming
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Elton builds /
a big one
+,

74e
.
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k751Ni."SinileSStik
TELLY SAVAL'AS:
Try To Remember
(DJM DJS 386)

THE MOMENTS: Dol-

ly My Love (All
Platinum 6146 306)
it

RFC: Lyricalflimsy and
sounds just Like
half a hundred
other soul records to me,
but I suppose the piano's
quite good,
SB: Without the Whatnau is this time, and not as
strong as Girls. Pleasant
enough and should be fine
for the discos, but apart
from that , ,

9

ly

",c _7

t

ppº

DJS

385)

uc.o.

Shades of
Let The
Sun Go Down On
Me, and another

Don't

1

one.

Much better
than the aforementioned,
building to a beautiful
crescendo. Not an obvious single but hound to
dowel!.
RFC, Obviously the djs
will shorten it for al, play,
but if they miss out the
ending they'll lessen its
chances of being big hit_

MINNIE RIPERTON:
Seeing You This Way
(Epic EPC 3360)

_#
e

9

than on her last one.

SB: Loved the last one,
but this one Isn't nearly as
good, with nothing really
there to make it stand

as

If It

ou L

MOONRIDER: Having Someone (Anchor ANC 1009).

Sounds

recorded in

was

a

big

underground
cave, with dripping

stalactites and all. Very
weird, but very Commercial.
SB: Bits of everything
here, orchestral breaks,
repetitive chorus with
backing vocals and Hot
Chocolate sounding drum
breaks- It works though.
and will give Mr Essex
another hit

ELTON JOHN: beautiful crescendo
kid can't understand. I
Key to symbols
don't think I'm even
allowed to spell what I
think.
Thumb up: hit
I)
RFC: It has the same
appeal as a had road
accident
horrific, but
you just can't tear
Thumb sideways:
yourself away. Human
might, might not
nature demands it'll be
number one.

-

Thumb down:
oh dear

9

SPARKS: Get In The
Swing (Island WIP
6236)

RFC: Hasta

La

FC:Vista

meets

Roy Wood

equals horrible
muddle. Even the verse
save it and
they've overdone it all far
too much this time.
SB: The chorus is
vaguely redeeming, but
the rest of It's far too
laboured and confused.

doesn't

LYNSEY

depending on the record.
Rip-off.

RFC: It's no good
poaching on Average
White's territory unless
you can make comparable use of it Most
people,' including BT
Express. can't

like
with

pretty limp.
SB: Average .sort of
easy -laid back - Amer
clan vocals that's got
nothing of merit at all,
-

-

VJ/
11

TAMMY WYNETTE

so

used to him not

singing. that

this one, it doesn't
sound anything like him.

Dreadfully syrupy all
those voices in the

background, bleak!
RFC: Telly's old label,
DJM. getting In on the
Kojak with ancient track
At last he gets to sing all
the way through, but I'm
trying to forget he has.

17)

9

SB: Taken at

an alarming

pace, this just
ends up sounding like any one of a
hundred rock
records
Much too franticRFC: The whooping
choruses and fla to toting
brass do nothing lb
disguise the fact that this

(')

Is a

thoroughly undfsti-

ngulshed rocker, indiffer-

ently performed,

MAJOR

LANCE:

You're Everything
JESSI COLTER: I'm
Not Lisa (Capitol CL

Need (Pye 7N 45487)

9

SB: This tale

of mistaken

Identity Is currently a smash
in the States, but I can't

honestly see It doing the
same here unless there
are enough people who

think

it sounds like

Tammy Wynette
RFC She's got better
high notes than Tammy

flavoured

the country
song isn't that special, but
the arrangement and
vocal delivery are. It

Olivia can't repeather US
successes here though,

I

can't see an unknown
doing it with similar
material.

JOE WALSH: Rocky

Mountain Way (ABC
RFC: Not so
a rip -oft,
more a compilation of everything that's best about
festival music I wish now
that I'd gone to Wembley.
SB: Raunchy, driving
sound from Joe that's as
commercial as it is good.

SB: Another perfect
sound for the soul diseco,
heat and all, but not loo
sure it's strong enough to
make the transition into
the roam charts.

RFC: Dull as ditchwa-

ter_

DEAN MARTIN:

Memories Are Made
Of This (Capitol CL
15821)

9

er

SB: Well, yes,
_

.

if mem-

,

ories are made
of this, could I
have a large amnesia and
tonic please? 'Monk you.

RFC:

The backing

singers sound like Da lees, and if they'd sung
'exterminate, exterminate," they'd have
had my full support.

much

It's an
undistinCtive up-tempo
song that could have been
made by anyone and it's a
waste of her talents,

BOBBY. WOMACK:
Check It Out (UA UP

B.
T. EXPRESS:
can't see it doing much.
Once You Get It (Pye
TAMMY WYNETTE: 7N 25682)
Trouble is
D -I -V -O -R -C -E (Epic'
that
at BT just
EPC 3361)
seems to keep
putting out sinSB: 0-h o
r, havingrstood gles now that sound
by her man, our exactly like the last one,
Tammy's gorn even down to the bass
and divorced him, but we vocal line which says
have to spell It so the little "Till you're satisfied" or

me of Listen To
what The Man
Said, which can't be bad
and Bobby's vocal Is very
energetic, but somehow
the whole thing runs out of
steam halfway through,

this one.

35859)

URFC: The
brass reminds

9

:i

SB' Very under-rated
this country, It's a
great soul single but dues
lose some of Its appeal
after a while. Fine for the
in

a

_

DAVID ESSEX: weird but commercial

I

15823)

lot more people are
aware of -Joe Walsh after
Saturday, so tills 's a good
sound to release.

jumped. Bit lightweight
really, It's all loo simple.
RFC: I generally love
Lynsey's records but not

Goes on far too long, and

i'

got

URIAH HEEP: Prima
Donna (Bronze BRO

A

Wept

think the needle's

very

average busker

PAUL:
Blue Jean

tapper from the
lady, although
there's a couple
of strange breaks at the
beginning that make you

a

a cold and whereas a
spot of acoustic makes a
nice change, this lot's

DE

Rhythm Er
Baby (Jet 755)
FAA SB: Easy toe
f=

singer sounds

"No matter what it is,"

I've

on

helps. and Min-

nie's whistle -clean top
notes sound less natural

DAVID ESSEX: Rolling Stone (CBS 3425)
RFC:

RFC: A bus
backing hinders
rather than

Trouble

SR
Is,

when he does, especially

.

r,

long

1741
.

5

ELTON JOHN: Someone Saved My Life

Tonight (DJM

'

clubs

DEAN MARTIN

e
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irror, Spotlight

house, I Benwell
(toad, Ilolloway
N7.

Outrageous
a

piece in last weeks Sssh
column? Sssh, don't tell a
soul. butDana Gillespie is
a sun worshipper. You
can bet on one thing, her
American arrest has
nothing to do with cheap
publicity. Not making
much progress as a star"
Maybe not, but she will.
R. M. readers were the
only ones give her a poll
placing. Are you now

saying that you don't
think anything of their
judgment? Lastly, If she
wins your nurse girl
contest and says YES will
you scrap the Idea on the
grounds of outrageous
exploits'
Dave Burggy, Kent.
Only if she comes up with
two imiin sul rageous
exploits.

Podgy
Dear Face,

Concerning Sue
Mct;wans's review of the

Glitterband at I.ondon
Royalty I'm beginning to
wonder if she's any
relation W Jean Rook la
sarcastic bitch) To begin
with It's Gerry's image to

1.ár

look

and

mean and moody,

it's successful,

because as she says
herself nearly everyone
shouted for Gerry. Does
she think that she has the
figure of Miss World, that
she can call everyone who
is cu to and cuddly 'podgy'
and get away with it.
because the more there is
of them the more there is
to

I

v

7

e

fication. regarding

INGLEA

Al DOI DOI

I am the face.
answer letters.
give deep
thought and nom
sidentlion to ev.
ry thing, you
rite. hiyexclusive services
are on offer lo
you at Record
I

I

How about some clari-

B

.,

FACE

Dear Face.

S
I R

A

TIA

love.

Bet she

was

jealous when the tans
jumped John and groped
him, but a jealous little
madam has got to miss
out on something, much to
her disappointment
A future Podgy groper,
Paisley.
Sur yleFwan says: "11
was a bit of a risk
jumping onto John from
the tipper Circle
mind
you if I had I probably

-

wouldn't have missed
him." She still seems to
imply that he is rather on
the large side

..

.

Hit or miss?
Dear Face.
I think the happiest day
of my life was spent
recently at the Crystal
Palace Bowl where I saw
Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel. He was
greeted by an enormous
cheer and about twenty
screaming girls jumped
into the lake. Due to
events managed to meet
Steve where I took photos
1

and cried with happiness
all the way home. Let me
say this Steve. you were
fantastic and I adore you.
Steve Harley fan, No
Address.
Sorry to put a downer on It
all hut l thought the whole
thing went down as a flop
from where I was sitting.
Except perhaps for John
Cale and Steeleye Span.

Pea -brained
Dear Face.
Why is it that everytlme
group has a number one
and a few girls wet
themselves, they are
hailed as going to be
bigger than the Beatles.
The Bay City Rollers
have had one number I
the Beatles had amnst 30.
The Beatles were liked thy
all generations not just
pea -brained weak blada

dered females.
Ray, Southgate.
Enough, enough

.

.

.

not

Silly
Dear Horrible Smell Face
Ache.
How dare that silly sod
Stephen Neighbour write
in and say that he hopes

the Bay City Rollers won't
Come back from Amer-

ica! Why doesn't he mind
his own business instead
of saying things like that
Pat Sach, No Address.
Everyone has their non
desires, I have. but I'm
not going to tell ya what
they are!

Exposure
Dear Face,

For once I agree with
you, there are a lot of good

original bands krocking
about who are not

successful due to lack of
exposure and I'd like to
steal a section of your
page to list them New

York Dolls,

Milk

n

every group is hailed as Cookies. Nlco. Flarry
being the next Beatles.
Chapin, Billy Joel, Buffy
but seems that as far as Salute Marte, and the now
the Rollers are epneerned
defunct Velvet Under.
quite a few people think ground. Plastic bands
they might well In'. How
such as Kenny. Sho'
a h nut that then?
-waddywaddy. Bay Qty
Rollers. Rubbettes. Mud
and Suet Quatro make me
sick.
Steve Morrisey. StretDear Face.
ford.
As a devoted Bolan fan
Well all these in - called
was disgusted to find
that Mud's new single Mastic people out there
Moonshine Sally Is a rip
are not going to like That.
off of T Rex's Hot Love
Les Gray even tries to do
a Marc Bolan impersonation. How many more big
Dear Face,
stars IS Les going to copy"
I
read your letter's
I would like to point out
page every
about
that the other Ni ud singles Mud, Slade. week
Rod. Diana
were excellent, By the
Rocs etc. and agree with
way Face, What do you
most. But
to the
think of Lynyrd Sky- point there tois get
only one
nyrd's new single?
singer nobody can knock
Charles Buckney, Rug. She Is dead now but to me

Rip-off
I

Greatest

by

If

I were you I'd gise up
moaning about rip-offs as
there are so many in the

musty business. I think
that Skynyrd's new single

Is

pretty

good

but

obviously it m'1 make the
charts, which Is a pity.

she was and

still

Is the

greatest of them all. l am
talking of Billie Holliday.
Why can't people listen to
music as It is?
John Horrlson, Newport.
That's always been the
problem. Getting them to
listen to MUSIC.

** STAR LETTER **
Lou Reed. to my opinion stands out as one of the true
and great reprssentatives of rock music. lie has a
totally individual style with narrative tones of cold and
penetrating reportage which makes Loci Reed what he
is. "The Phantom W Rock". Lou is one of the most
influential people in rock, influencing, in one way or
another. such people as Bowie. The Stones. Mott and
Itovy. Ili» albums are brilliant. Rork' n' Roils, Animal
with its roliection of Velvet Underground songs. Sweet
.1 ane, Heroin. White Light / White Beat and Lady Day.
Ills latest is brltliant another live album including that
great song Vicious. He is one of the most consistent
rock stars of all time. Let's hope he stays with us for a
long time yet.
Peter Christmas. Woking.
My sentiments exactly and a t?. 91 record token to you
for your big words.
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SHORT CUT
CARPENTERS
CARPENTERS:
Horizons (A&M

BEE

S4 5.'io

150).
I've always adored The
Bee Gees, but I didn't
expect to like this
not
after hearing the single,

CARPENTERS .FANS
who have waited two and - a - half years for
new album material may
gobble up this offering,

but

they

could,

had

a

reason.

Answers on

a

postcard

Of the remaining
tracks, there's Sedaka's
Solitaire, four numbers
co -written by Richard,
who also takes producing
honours, and Happy,
which is one of the best
tracks.
Keen Carpenters fan
that am, I must admit to
being a bit on the
disappointed 'side with
this one, and certainly
can't see the album being
value for money.

BANCO: Banco

(Manticore

You'd

K 53507).

think, by the
amount of money being
spent promoting this, that

Manticore had got
themselves
Bells or

a

a

Tubular

Rick Wakeman

extravangza.

They

haven't, neither have they
even got an album that
deserves to be filed under
progressive. No, a few
freaky noises do not a
progressive album make
neither do odd bursts
of pointless vocals, orgies
of classically "inspired"

-

'

piano,

or

of

acres

meaningless music that,

frequently wraps itself
Into frantic -knots.
In
short, it'sa long - winded
puff of self - Indulgence,
which shouldn't pull the
wool over anyone's eyesRF

/'

- C.

.
I', .
i

seemed to sacrifice the
group's style, completely
in the interests of

commercial

comfort.

Given a much larger
helping of the "new" Bee
Gees however, thing
don't look half so bad. By

and large, those weird,
agonised vocals, which
you either love or hate,
are still intact and the
brothers can still roll out
some wonderful snatches
of melody.
The big

change
virtually

.

that now
everything is

is

underpinned by big, funky

arrangements, which,
while taking

a

while to get

used to, more than
halfway work, It's a
brave attempt to find a
niche

I

for the group in
today's music and think
that, with a little more
confidence and maybe
I

one more album to
consolidate their direction, they will re - emerge
as a

major force. RF

I

a

`.

\

C

297)

encounter.
The giant leap from
folk
/ rock group
fronting
Contraband' to beautifully
poised solo artist, is a
small easy step for Mae
Strange

McKenna.

Using arrangements and songs
worthy of a major star,
she glides through this
debut LP with the natural
grace of a genuine
talent. .
Strange, because some of the songs
Elton John's Elderberry
Wine, Edgar Winter's
Dying To Live, Lennon's
Imagine, f'rinstance
could use more raunch,
yet. Maé s slightly tremulous voice adds an
individual stamp. Jimmy
Webb, Stevie Wonder,
Randy Newman, Neil
.

-

-

Sedaka and

Colin

Bluestone arre among the
other song contributors,
but aside from all of them,
she has a style at nineteen
years all her own
PH

li
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An-

NEIL

YOUNG:

To-

Cooper

night's The Night

reward. The
is full of

Gulch. Leading the

.

.

.

commonplace obser-

vance and though tinged

(Reprise

K 54040),
Welcome to Deadman's

resident

band, old- time

Neil Young.
with a folk y feel, superstar
nowadays about as
everyone from the who's
laid back and wasted,'
Pasadena Roof Orchestra
through to Richard and
Linda Thompson lends a
hand. Well made, but not
P. H.
for the young.

4

i

i

' TOM SCOTT: Tom
Scott In LA (RCA SF
8429).
So you thought this man

was just another West

Coast

THE CARPENTERS

ABBA: Epic (EPC
80935),.

Abba have been

touch
more adventurous on
their latest albuni by using
a

schpiffing arrangements
and Scandinavian cool to
bring their Euro - rock
flavoured sound on to

higher plains.

Gone are

the predictable pop

arrangements of Waterloo:- the essence of this
album is its versatility. It
even contains a string
driven reggae tune and a
rambling rockola number
entitled SOS, which given
half a chance would make

above - average
single. However the
an

album

is a bit patchy In
parts and would sink into
the mire if not for Benny
Anderson's and Bjorn
Ulaoeus's dashing little
touches of electric eel like piano and lilting
harpisicord. Not titilating
enough to be classed as
ribald rock.
More like
flash, posh pop for under
JI
fifteens.

THE

ROLLING

hosis

(Decca

WHITE HEAT: White
Heat (RCA SF 8423
(APL 1 08531).
As the title suggests this
has been produced by
Barry White, and though
It's not In the same vein
as the Love Unlimited

Orchestra outings

-

being a lot more finky and
disco - orientated
it
does suffer from a certain
flatness which is a fault
on many albums produced by White for other
artists.
This piece of

-

competently executed
funk lust doesn't have
any meat or bite to it and
as such ,turns out to be
any easily discarded black
music album.
DH

HARVEY ANDREWS

AND

GRAHAM

COOPER: Fantasies
From A Corner Seat
(Transatlantic TRA
298).
If you're over 25 and fast

approaching the twilight
zone of browning teeth
and bags under the eyes,
a listen to this LP might
make you finish off the
Mandrax
or alternatively, it could fortify you

-

through the current

trough of nostalgia and

sentimentality.

No

they',re not the new
Simon and Garfunkel, nor
Pete Atkin and Clive
James. -Even Clifford T.
Ward can rest assured

smoothie

-

wasted, wasted ase kelt.
Among the no - no,

simple, stoned

SKL

5212).

This just goes to show
that there's not always
only muck at the bottom
of a barrel
these last
scrapings from Decca's
tub of old Stones material
are surprisingly good on
the whole, A lot of the

-

tracks, understandably,'
sound unfinished and
unpolished, but the basic
songs are, good and
there's enough flesh on
the bones to make them
more than palatable.
There are only two really
duff tracks, I'd Much
Rather Be With The Boys
and a "new" version of
Memo From Turner. The
latter could easily have
been avoided by including
instead the vastly superior
version from the soundtrack of Performance,
which, after all, received

attention

as

a

Best cuts are
single.
Some Things Just Stick
In Your Mind, the easy
going Malkin' Thru Thel
Sleepy City, If You Let
Me and the final track
Family, which, if worked

little more, could
have been an all - time
Stones great, If all these
old skeletons in the
cupboard are to be taken
as The Worst Of The
on

a

-

CHRISTOPHER

RAINBOW: Home Of
Brave (Polydor

blowIn' with Joni Mitchell
and all? A rock hipster
who'd heard all of John
Coltrane's records? Well it
ain't so. Meester Scott
has an impeccable
pedigree. He was blowin'
jazz a la Rollins / Coltrane

The

dropped his first tab. This
LP lets you in on the

other neat and delicately

doesn't excuse him from
including a song about a
fight victim being treated
in hospital. It's out of
place and jolts horribly,
but, that one apart, it's

arranged. Between them
Scott blows hot and cold
on saxes and flute,
proving
with a Beatles
set and all
that he is
much more than a super
sessioneer. Playing and
arranging, he's got a lot of
style.

inventive summery music, albeit a little under
produced. A nice album
in its own modest way
and the picture on the
back of the sleeve's great
why didn't they put it
on the front?
RF

when Jerry

Garcia

background; there are
two combinations
one

-

big bold and brassy, the

-

-

2383 338).
Christopher Rainbow
scarcely

surprising that
the lyrics abound with
mentions of sun, sea and

He's also a
Glaswegian, which
sand.

tasteful and often

.

-

RECORDS

Rolling Stones, they are
absolutely nothing to be

ashamed of. RF
o

-

C.
p

are pleased to announce the follow up to The
$haronettes smash hit Papa Ooh Mow Mow
t

BM 104
THE SHARONETTES
Going To A Go Go
(Vocal).
Going To A Go Go

(Instrumental)

*

BM 106
THE SOUL FOX
ORCHESTRA

The Thumb A Ride
Ain't No Soul
(Left In These Ole Shoes)

I EEE.
U.

,..

alga

'
II

1.

a
.

.i

is a

surfing fanatic, 'so it's

GK 444

.

out

-

cliche - ridden numbers is
one which stands out. It
is called Borrowed Tune
an honest summation
of where he's at.
P.H.

STONES: Metamorp-

scant

iil
t11

-

MAE McKENNA:
(Transatlantic TRA

i'

)

album

Talkin', which

Jive

be

please!

deserve

-

disappointed.
Technically, they're as
perfect as ever, beautiful
sound, amazing guitar
work from Tony Peluso,
and some fine drumming
from Karen and Jim
Gordon. All that aside
though, surely they could
have managed to put out
an album with more than
30 -odd minutes playing
time?
The shortness makes
the inclusion of two
singles, Only Yesterday
and Please Mr Postman
even more unpalateable,
but I suppose someone
somewhere must have

being chal-

but

drews and

GEES: Main
Course (RSO 2394

)

not

lenged,

-C

e

20.
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POP RATHER than rock.
dominated Is the way the

lire of

,Its kind in the

area:

promoter describes this
The event takes place
eek's festival at Ilud Saturday, June 28 and
dersfield Town FC's acts appearing are Mud,
ground. Promoter Her. Sorel Sensation. Mao A
nard llinrheilHe who is a Katie Kissonn, Geordie,
haul gran i-oslnes it Is the Slaekridge and the Stuart

YAKETY YAK, Golden

Atkins Rand. Tickets are

Diamond, Sutton

11.91 In advance, 11.95 al
the gate and are available
in all of Yorkshire's West

.l

.

AY.
one 2a

POODLES. Granary,

JESS RODEN BAND.
Lyceum, Strand, London

Bristol
STACKRIDGE, Warwick
University. Coventry

ham

Lock. London NW1

.l

Riding towns or get them
by post from Huddersfield
Town FC, Leeds Road,
Huddersfield.

SUTHERLAND BROS &
QUIVER. Middleton St
George College Nr Dar
Iington
GENO WASHINGTON,

castle
MUD, Pavilion. Bridling-

MUD, Pallets, Notting-

FBI, Dingwalls, Camden

Don't let an upset face
spoil your looking -glass
looks. Blemishes, spots and
pimples easily and quickly
cleared up when you use
Propa PH lotion.
Propa PH was formuláted
by an American pharmacist
for his-own teenage family.
It's clear and colourless so
it doesn't show and it works
quickly.You should see
a difference in three days.
Don't let an upset face
get you down. Go to your
chemist and ask for Propa
PH-it's in the bottle with
the big blue spot.

PROPA PH.

Margaret Street,

SAILOR. Guild Hall,

Manor)
CRIME HEEP / THE
KIDS, Odeon, Heam
mersmith

CLANCY, Lyceum,
Strand, London

&

GRAHAM COOPER,
Reading Folk Club
&

KATIE KIS-

SOON, Bailey's.

Leices-

ter
CANDLEWICK GREEN.
Bailey's. Watford
FOUNDATIONS, Jingles,
Southall
BRETT MARVIN & THE
Nag's Head, High
combe

CAMEL, Johnson
Yeovil

Hall,

FUMBLE, Birmingham

BALI)RY

pertory Theatre, Birmingham
MAC & KATIE KIS-

&

FRIENDS, Nashville, 171
North End Road, London

SHANGHAI with CLIFF
BENNETT,. Speakeasy.

GRAHAM COOPER, Re-

College of Education

JOHN

Rank, Southampton
SUTHERLAND BROTHERS & QUIVER, Brunel
University, Uxbridge
SHAKIN' STEVENS
THE SUNSETS, Dudley
College of Education /

doublingBath University
HARVEY ANDREWS &

HUSTLER, High-.

wayman, Cheadle

SOON, Bailey's,

-

ter

Wl4

Leices-

FOUNDATIONS,

BERT JANSCH, Ronnie

Jingle's, Southall

Scott's. 47 Frith Street.
London W1
UPP, Marquee, 90 Ward our Street, London W1

SATURDAY

KURSAAL FLYERS,

June 28
MUD, Huddersfield Town
Football Stadium

City of London Polytechnic

Graham to join

URN, a somewhat poor
relation and substitute to
pirate or national radio
or so It must have looked
at the time. But no, with
the guidance of people.
mainly the excellent Neil
Spence, UBN grew from
two to four factories and
the Idea of factory radio

-

seemed

more

of

a

respectable and professional member of broadcasting society.

Margaret Street,

48

London WI

URIAH HEEP / THE
KIDS, Odeon, Birmingham

SASSAFRAS, Leascliffe
Pavilion. Folkestone

SAILOR / ASYLUM,
Friar's. Aylesbury

CLANCY/ GAS WORKS /
IIADILIF / SKYS IS
CRYIN' / BRAND X,
University of Surrey Free
Open Air Festival.
MOON, City College of
Technology, Gloucester
UNICORN. St Joseph
Williamson's Mathematical School. Rochester

OSIBISA, California,
Dunstable

I

wasn't authorlative

enough and the audition
for Capital at the studios

Radio Fleet completely
surprised me. During the
audition I had to deal with
a phone-tn, this I thought
was my best piece but
Of

regrettably Capital

thought the opposite and
once again I felt left on the

shelf. But far from
-making me want to give
Now numbering some up it spurred me on to
continue in my chosen
10 factories with another
system following suit career and prove to
(KCR) United Biscuit everyone that I didn't
Network is under the give up and most
learn
expertise of Nell Spenoe's important of all
understanding and pro from my mistakes,"
fessionalism.
Gilliam Reynolds and

from 1970 to 1974 the rest of L'pool's Radio
Graham had the beat time City team look instantly
of his life with one to Graham's talents and It
exception. "With cony was there that commercial radio coming into. mtctal radio first hearfl
theer tones of the Dane volee
the picture I and those at
So

-of thealsoradio
taught him more
business
1t

all
adding to that old faithful
that none of us can do
without- experience.

It was a great wrench
for Graham to leave
Liverpool but the approach from Capital came
at an appropriate time for

family commitments
were such that Graham

felt he had to return to life
in London. There's no
animosity at City In fact

they were as pleased as
Graham that he had got
the Capital breakfast
show.

Gardens. Margate

Camden Lock. London

1110111i

AY

CLANCY, Dingwalls,

CANDLEWICK GREEN,
Bailey's, WaUord
LOVE MACHINE. Weblngton Country Club,
Lox ton
FOUNDATIONS. Jingles,
Southall

NW1

Plymouth

CAMF,L, Free Trade
Hall, Manchester

Guild Hall,
FUMBLE, Nashville

CAMEL,

Rooms, London

OTIS WAYGOOD 84ND
/ STONEHENGE / WAX
MUSEUM / JUNCTION,

Fairfield Play Centre,
Mary Terrace, Off Camden High Street, London
NWI (afternoon)

swum
.1une29

ALAN HULL,
Palace, London

Victoria

STACKRIDGE, Town

Hall, Middlesbrough
U UAfl HEEP / THE
KIDS, Apollo, Glasgow

SAILOR, Chancellor

Hall, Chelmsford
OSIBISA / SASSAFRAS /
GT MOORE & THE

REGGAE GUITARS,
Hammersmith) Pa la le,
London

MOON, Torrington, 4
lodge Lane, London N12
RITE LIFE, Pied Bull,
Liverpool Road, Islington
CAMEL, Town Hall,
Birmingham

YAKETY YAK, Mr
George's, Coventry
LINDA LEWIS, Golden
Garter, Manchester
MAC di KATIE KIS
SOON, Regal Theatre,
Redruth

TUESDAY
July
I

LINDA LEWIS, Golden
Garter, Manchester
DUCKS DELUXE /
STRIKE A LIGHT, 100

Club, 100 Oxford Street,
London WI
SASSAFRAS, Ivanhoe,
Huddersfield

CAMEL, Charter
Theatre, Preston
COMING

KNEBWORTH
- PINK FLOYD /
STEVE MILLER BAND/
CAPTAIN BEEFHEART
/ ROY HARPER /

LINDA LEWIS,

Kneb worth Park, Nr
Steven age (July 5)
ALVIN STARDUST /

LULU / BILLY /
/ ALAN PRICE
/ MARTY WILDE /
OSIBISA

HELEN SHAPIRO, Cambridge Theatre, London
(July 14)

Quickies

incredible listening
figures but alai a

USN were sending oft
audition tapes to not only
the Capital and Piccadilly
set, but the BBC also,
every one got accepted,
except me and I began to
get worried, the BBC said

CANDLEWICK GREEN,

dens, Penzance

I; 11)10 Forth's firm
four months on air
have not only shown

-

boyfriends ablout it.

London NW1

RADIO'S new

CAPITAL
breakfast man Graham
Ilene, after a few weeks al
(apical on 'stand ins' is
now back in the city he
loves at the work he loves
best. though as Graham
says: "To play records
for a living is more like
Ming paid for doing your
hobby."

Post House, Manchester

June30
ALAN HULL, Woodview
Theatre, Gravesend

Everett's successor

asked

Tell your

-

RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE / UPP, Liver.
pool Stadium
KURSAAL FLYERS. The
Granary, Bristol '
HUSTLER, Casino Club,
Wigan
GOOD HABIT, Ding walls, Camden Lock.

&

Wy-

MUD: Huddersfield"...
Stadium
Sat.

Scarborough
MOON, Royal College of
Art, London
OSIBISA, Hull University
GOOD HABIT, Kidderminster College of Further.Education
THIN LIZZY, Hereford
College of Education

CURVED AIR, Top

THUNDERBOLTS,

Former Big L man
Dave Dennis known to
others as Nell Spence,

Hates
acne
pimples.

ISOTOPE, Penthouse,

YAKETY YAK, RAF

MAC

rS

University (Chllworth

Plymouth

&

GRAHAM COOPER,

tingham
JACK THE LAD, City
Hall, Glasgow
MAC & KATIE KIM SOON, Bailey's, Leicester

KENNY, Winter Gar

London NW1
SASSAFRAS, Worcester
College of Education

London WI

Blnbrook
IIARVEY ANDREWS

NUTZ, Boat Club. Not-

MEDICINE HEAD, Ding walls. Camden Lock,
SAILOR, Southampton

QUIVER,

LOVE MACHINE, Winter

Flahguard

London WC2

Wardour Street.

et

Greyhound, Croydon
HARVEY ANDREWS

Frenchman's Motel, Bailey's, Birmingham

CLANCY, Sundown,
Charing Crops Road,

SUTHERLAND BROTHERS AND QUIVER /
THE NEUTRONS, Col.
lege of Further Education. Chancellor Hall,
Chelmsford
SASSAFRAS, Marquee.
90

Don't let
an upset
face get you
down...

RUFUS THOMAS, Top
Hat, Spennymoor
STACKRIDGE, Ranmoor
House, Sheffield University

London W1

ERS

College

SUTHERLAND BROS &
QUIVER, Mayfair, New-

GONZALEZ, Speakeasy,
48

ROÑNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE, Queeneway

Hall, Dunstable
LINDA LEWIS. Hertford, SUTHF.RLA ND BROTH-

une 27

ton Spa

ALAN HULL, Town Hall,
Reading

in

Ash field

guide to record buying
in the area. 40.1 per
rent of records in the
Biers list reached the
top 111 in Fast Central
Scotland. The figure Is
43.5 percent of you
include extra fliers.
These are fliers re
reeved too late for
inclusion on the print-

list distributed to
everyone in the music
business). Of all the
ed

top 40 entirea. 81
percent were predicted by the fliers

list.
Two phone calls tee
the office last week
revealed the where.
shouts of Crispian St
.lohn and Paul Honing.
dale. CYispian having

departed from
Swansea

Sound

earlier this month

mercial production.

The company, known
as Sound Of The Ns.

tion, Is based In
Brighton and offers a

lower cost facility to
advertiser/eon Radio.
A

former Brighton

man Paul Holingdale,
who has been involved

In freelance radio
work for the past year
or so, was responsible
for Johnny Wakelles
hit single which is now
sending both of them
on promotion tour, and

appearances in Aua
tralia.
Radion joined the

IIJt set on Tuesday on
Tuesday dune 21,

reports Tuesday ,tune
24. report. on that next
week.

Capital was scene of
a fee,

changes the past

meek of co.

METRO'S Giles Squire (youngest al on Radio in this
country, when at Is he was on UBN) la to join the ranks
or Britain. married, when he and 19 year old Susan
Mellon, a Newcastle solicitors daughter, tie the knot on
July 25 at Newcastle's Civic Centre. Susan, a student of
social psychology, and Giles have been preparing their
home in Kenton and once they've moved in will have no
problems entertaining. Both are proficient`in cooking
so look out For ever chubbier Metro staff from
August!

Graham

Dene rephaeing Kenny
FR`verett on

Metro marriage

la

now in radio com-

Mond

-

Fri

breakfast show whilst
Kenny Bona to Saturdays noon . 2.011 and
Sundays 2.00 - 4.00
American Pie disappear. for a while at
least and Soso Shenton

moves forward a day
from Sunday to Saturday 2.00 - 4.00 London
leek being sborteued,to

la original

two hour
spot of 4.00 t.00 Ian
Davison hosting.

r
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A LOT OF CAMILLO PLUS
A TOUCH OF BAZUKA

WHY PAY UP TO £5.00 MORE
RUT DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER
A61. GAIIMENTS MADE IN

,F.

n

I*
Roden GraS
hosrur.

Sue

v [lo

26

Ig
6E Zppap.

PrQ

teacher.

"It's true. Kids are
more Interested in Tony
C`ntnlllo the singer than
the Tony Camillo who
taughtBere

min

"

Before singing,m Tony
worked In the arrangemen( field and was the
brains behind the Freda
Payne classic, Band of
Cold. plus a host of ChairMan Of The Hoard and
Peaches and Herb hits.
At late moment he's
work mg on a new project.
namely the Persuasions
who Tony feels will be hot
property In months to

come.

However, the

success of his own single,
Dynomite, shows that the
Public want more of his

material, a fact he Is
waking up to.
His group, Banuka, are
session musicians who
worked on Gladys

This multi-musical array has Jeff Mironov on
guitar; Allan Schwart-

burg on drums. Bob
Rabbit, bass; Marry
Miles, keyboards; Pat
Rebillot, piano, Carlos

Martinez; vocals and percussion and brass players
Alan Rubin. Randy Brecker. Dave Taylor, Lew
Delgatto. Tony Pagana
and Barry Rogers.
Say Tony: "We're In
process of working on an
album which should be
out late July, early
August. We haven't titled
It yet but we're playing
with the Idea of a Bazuka
logo, and Dynomite will
also probably creep in
somewhere.
"The songs will have a
variety of styles but I'd
say it's fundamentally In
the funky bag "
When the album Is completed. Tony is seriously
hoping to come' and visit
Britain, a sentiment ecli.
oed by his Bazuka buddies.

"It shouldn't be too

long

before we come over to
Britain and see all our

British fans," explains

"I hear that the
is doing quite well
over there al the moment
which is rather extraorTony.

dinary seeing they've

-never heard of me before.
"We're actually worklog on a promotional tour
which we'll get together
in

maybe six or eight

weeks Then
hope to
promote my music which
I'm calling "The Sum -

quired singing success

doesn't blossom, he can
always go back to beings
much admired and sought
after producer, or continue working on new
projects for other record
companies.

There ls. however,

another ca-eer in which
he would be particularly
suited
the movies. His
rich, sexy, basso pro fundo voice could easily
win him star parts on TV.
The idea of being a heart.
throb of the sliver screen

-

really tickles Tony

.L

sr

"Actually in Summer'
hie I'm notoriously

known as The Godfather

band,

3
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Colours available: Beige,
Mint Green. Crean,. Brown,
Black, Ice Blue, Bottle
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.
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possible. Send sogoe
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When ordering state waist
size and alternative colors it
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Silver l-D. TagI.
can beergroved
at ariyiev ellers
AgolsoId

in 9ct
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sil\rlles
£125
chain

938 Eccleshal 1, rd Sheffield
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r e,sbe as Pend.... Braceter, Nay Mare your own *row
scar of r
choice Simply send
pooto
Hobs" or hi .4 to us. w send for sin and 00 R YOURSELF
ARTISTIC ENTERPRISES CO.

CAPE MART
MUSICASSETTES

SOULSCENE
5l! Stafford SR*

FOR HIRE

Dye,
from

176 YORK ROAD. LONGON. SW to tSS

TELEPHONE

Toles to choose
lisle es 75Sp,.
der. Many special offers to
Members Free Slothun.
The Stereo C.ssen Lending
',brio/ (Room Of. Sherwood
Horne. Sim,vond. Road.
Canlerourr. Kent.

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Telford.

For as
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Sock

US single When

Phraol Gr.fth"

Now in stock 60p row VAT fa
Possg. Send PO'. only M'
LAREN lo. MUSIC LM
1911S11 -Johns Street
LONDON ECIV ENJ

.e.M...ner.
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*day n.ar rmaa.r
Al

LED ZEPPELIN
Under
Foe"

"Trampled
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PLEASE ROTE
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MID -DAY
FRIDAY

RAC

ENGLAND'S MOST EFFICIENT

Geoepa

i -10e

s

sensed( humour,

MIL

Gaberdine Baggies with 3D'
bottoms at 34° leg with 2
self covered belts. Waist

I

nervtlle Sound."
If Tony's newly ere-'

, -I i
,e
RRE

:I

erso

went nru
and errsores

LONG LEG

.U.M,T.,e

Presents the latest high

waist

Up until six years ago, Tony, having majored In music and minored in psychology
at university, was teaching music. But he soon found himself smashing the
_
classroom rulers in
absolute frustration. "In

"record

111.

pa4,pr.P

u_

PRICES
naleree.
cam
Zee

an

lawn

R4lsllJG ZTOE«

TONY CAMiLLO records all his musical sweetmeats in a bitty
country town called Summervflle, forty-five miles west of New
York City. Et is here, amidst patchwork meadows and grazing
cattle that Tony has his self-contained two -track studio near where
he was born and raised.
"There's no place like it on earth" he' reckons. "In the morning
you can look out of the window and everything's just so clean and
fresh. In somewhere like New York you wake up coughing, and it's
even impossible to see the skyline."

one rave from the grave.
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Knight's Midnight Train
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America teaching Isn't
very rewarding. Teachers aren't held in very
high esteem. Besides the
average American kid Is
very unruly and it's quite
impossible to reach him
at times. And there are so
many other Influences to
contend with as well."
Music of course is one of
them- ironically Tony
can communicate better
with the young Yank as
performer than as a

7
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Quality tolls asINOrGo DENIM
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POP

-

SOUL

OLDIES & LATEST US & UR RELEASES

lAllrs et tit dies -BD titles by Ekes - all ttm
Mrs

-

many

Roy bi

is

era=

.

Jerry tee

Beerlei

Pail A,*a,
Le Tim
Soma

Caster; Ter Who. Dream,

-Bondy Veer. Roder T B BOGS. CI.rA Berry, Lad
San
IeyyAr Beach Rays, D Boer. Dion Jde..
Herder
Yale. 614 Elms Way Deep Purple, 'Feu DonWes.
Wen.
Sob
Eddy,
Deane
Mad
Bobby
Mgt ., arc
Red

SDK.

-

Not the usual lists; ours
Get on our Matting List
contain: Charts, Reviews and Tips. Special Offers
neat 6 lists or 95p for 1
bap
for
Send
and Bargains.
year.
Disco Sounds
Sounds
Northern
Also latest Funk B
are our speciality.

-

-

open 6 days a week (early
why not trop by our shop
latesrl
clmin9 Weds 1 pool and hear all the

WHOLESALE B OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME

eant

Georgiew
to prance
i;OKG i; II 1,11S. Bril.
"In the old days before
Istn's uncrowned Queen making records you
Of lamp. has a secret would open a bottle of
dealer. Ile wants to whisky and 25 minutes
prance around with Pan's later the record and the
whisky would be finished.
The man who sang with
"This time the bassist
Bette Midier In a came in did the recording.
Camberley jazz club may got out his ready
realise his dream if his reckoner, Calculated the
latest amusingly autobio- VATand left."
graphical ditty. I long To
A doyen of London's
Get It On Down, gets Colony Room, Melly has
enough airplay.
been camping It up since
Melly. who's never had the Flies and Charlie
a hit record, has managed Watts once excused Mick
to build up a cult Jagger's antics by point following In Britain- He's tog to our George.
adored by lovers of good
lie still manages to
outrage.
send up anything and
His single has been everything around him,
specially w ritten by Peter though at 48, he admits
I Sk el tern and took a there arc things he can't
considerably longer time do.
to make than his previous
"If I was young and
I efforts.
pretty I could always
G

-

_Irii

E

privates

flash my
stage,

I

don't want to give people
an aesthetic shock."
Former jazz singer,
film critic for the
Observer, autoblographist and Contributor to
I'unch, Melly Is going to
carry on camping and has
no intention of becoming a
rock star.
"I just want this cock
'n' roll record to be a Mt."
he adds. "Maybe it will

(V 111T
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O/TE D RY PETE

R

HARVE

David's dilemma

on

but nowadays

:

-

22

I

:hlh June
I

S

has happened to,
Essex. Ile has

Iiavid
been working behind - the
swine. on his new single,

Rolling Stone.
Rumour has It fiat he
wants his music to be
taken seriously and is
trying to dodge the
teenybopper idol tag and
hoping that this de luxe
single will be enjoyed by

music freaks of all

on puzzlement value
alone If it's successful it
will be repeated."

shops. It deals with the

adolescence and arriving
fully In the wtckert world.
It's called Rum, Bum And
Concertina.

A

7

O

S

7

IS

--

Yellow River
Gerry Monroe
Sally

-

Iblionfield -

cbs had
selling single
ever released.
A day of reckoning for
Mr Essex?
Well, if all fails he could

always go back to the
East End pub circulL

Meeting of minds
GOODIES, comedy veterans but chart

newcomers have got some kind words to say about The
Bay City hollers. The Goodies have appeared twice on
the holler' Shang -a -Lang show, so they are getting to
know each other quite well.
"The first one we did was almost their first show,"
explained Tim Brooke -Taylor, "and obviously they
were a bit nervous about It and not totally confident on
the words
"This time we did it they were still pleasant and nice
but much more confident and very good to work with.
They didn't mind being hit over the head with black
puddings... all their wigs stayed In place."

I

Suspended in deep freeze

Itirhard

rub:i:

line -lip ron.rlshd of

Itingo Harry. Bryan.

Elton and Bernie. Graham 1Monly 1'vihon).
Kikl, Itnrh Boys. Eagles
Ilarlel, Dee
Imdus,

e

.

lis rrinbin, .lininiy 1'onnor', and hinny .Iones.
plus In u.sie by The
1

1

'aradiai,.

Irt. But

Root Onhes-

it was it slight

disc ,pain tmenl.

Boy, do we give you
Exclusives! This week
we have an interview
with the Who's
Róger Daltrey and '
exclusive preview of
his'new solo'album.
Plus: 10cc, Stones
albums to'Ibe'won and
the hottest news and
reviews in the music
press.

ONLY IN
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The Everley Rridhi-rs
(Connie Francis
Mama / Robot Man
Eddie Cochran
Three Steps To Heaven
Sint Mlsbehavin' Tommy Bruce
Griot Timin' - Jimmy Jones
Cradle Of Love Johnny Preston
Dandy Man Mutiny Jones
Wanna (:o home limnie Donegan
Johnny And The
Down 1 under

('athy's Clown

-

-

Hurricanes
Angela -Jones

-

-

-

--

1

- Michael Cox
SID!; BY SIDE. that's

Stephanie De Sykes arid

Stud's Dave Mnunl
making

"JI --

-

,-_

SINCE .lames Hamilton's
been raving about the
itimshots land he's a man

of Impeccable taste),

here's some hot fax.
They come from the All
Platinum stable, have
worked behind the Moments 1of Girls fame) and
they've now recorded
their own single 7ú-5.4-3-

COURT

Your Whistlel
The group leader and

2-1 1131ow

musical maestro

Is
Walter Morris guitar
third of the writing
learn of Harry Rey, and

AND

1

one

Al Goodman

1

-

of the

Moments. Then there's
Tommy Keith IgulLarl,

SPARK

naturally) and, so far.
Frank Sinatra and Paul
Anka.
The venture, if it ever
happens, could bring a
whole new range of
cliches to rock journalese. People may jib at
describing his musical
efforts as an 'Infernal
racket, but how many will
resist the opportunity to
describe his chart fa8urea as passing shots?
In the meantime, what
will be his first choice of
I

.
1

-

Platinum's star
writers and producers.
His past credits include
the Whatnauts' Soul
Walking and Larry
Saunders' Real Side.
one of Á1I

Jonathan Williams
bass),

Clarence Oliver

heavy,

Mozart Lewis

I

Idrums) and Haitian
I

keyboards) complete the

group.

Collectively the Rim -

shots were responsible for

the

crystalline sound

behind Girls and love On
A Two Wary Street and
are concentrating on a
solo career. Moments
beware!
. - , A love song for
his girlfriend Diamonds
Are For Evert? . . Or
maybe something more
funky like I Lob You lob
Or classy
Me Lob?
even, like I Can Seed
Clearly Now'
He could of course be a

song?

.

sensational guitarist
We've had right - handed

ones and left - handed
ones, but a guy who plays

his, axe double listed
backhand would really be
somth ing'

Stephanie.

a

year. And while you're
there wateh wit for the
rest of Mud and the
It iihettes,

r¿'

Countdown to ecstasy

Must remember that

film with that

a

reeord company reripIlontst labs fur hilly but
unknown t, Billy she la
the noire of Terry
Thomas. feuding ow tier of
the Darby and .loan dub
next to the disco. What
happens next yua'II have
In tv,,il and see when the
film goer on general
release al the end of tb,

;1:.

Poor Bry wandered

around looking like a lost
sheep in a suite. Mike

cook, have her cook up a
bath of cordon bleu dish.
es, and then stock them in
the deep freeze until the
guests arrived.

-

l'ilney

,

No-one relaxed.

-

-

Ita rho ni rh
Colours Donovan
Shirley Ellis
The Clapping Song
long Live love- Sandie Shaw
Rork in' Berrie.
The
Ron
Poor Man's
The Kinks
Met Ale Free
looking Through The Eyes 01 Love

Y.tilh 'June
I

-

-

very name
Side By
Side. Dave plays F lip, the
sidekirk of a hip -disco
Oh nor played
by Billy

For the rest, it was a
star -spotters paradise.

POP stars playing tennis
Is nothing new.
Elton
John's been doing It for
ages and has even been
known, in private, to take
the odd game off Billie
Jean King. Now, we hear,
it's happening the other
way around,
Jimmy Connors. Wimbledon's reigning champion, wants to make a
record and offers of help
with it have been pouring
In
from Elton John

-

- Fleetwood Mac

I'm
Elvis Presley
Crying In The Chapel
The Evelly Brothers
The Price 0f Inve
Burt
Planes
and
Keats
Trains and

night

Smith (ex -Dave Clark)
was getting a bit old but
his secret: the answer
was to hire a professional

Cliff

11

-

,

-

a
9

Itoyle.

ii a Music party.
Elton arrived, dressed
for the heat (clad in a
boater, tennis shorts and
shirt), took a quick look
and vanished into the
111ds

r] 1$

1111-1

Knightsbridge. and die

-

AND A FILM

SYKES

.

The Beachhnys

nodbye Sam. Hello Samantha

Gene

Till,

-- (Bristle

Honey Come Bark Glen Campbell
Marvin
Abraham. Martin and John

I

"got feel"
l'oor David must have
been sweating over this
one. He'll find it hard
following the biggest

period between his

(

4
2

Bak. June I9D

spheres.
Indeed Rolling Stone
Isn't us instantly catchy
or as.commercial as his
past offerings 'it has'as
the press release puts It,

Incidentally a further
instalment of his life story
will soon be in the book

:t

1970

Mingo Jerry
In 7heSummertime
Mr Moe
Gcwovin' With Sir Bloc
\fright Now Free

Sssh

e

%ND '1' 11J(ING about
Bitch Roys. did you see
her on Sit tied).y
('arl? ale made Gary
look a little tarnished
round the tin foil, and as
Amr Jim buerrio
(the

-

- football

queen)

shorts at THE stadium.
let ff. 'tstr. matt. hue
1'i:lt1' trsd
.
Now
ill 1 Elton, who ran
track to America. will
the man who weeped
Ihronchuul his set.

plisse enntae( the
Samaritans
.

ileaniwhlle, just around
the corner. Paul. Linda.
Ringo and harry (you
know) were camped out
at the very 1tlbusous
Imo Motor lintel ruff
Meanwhile.
again
the roadies were hitting

-

.

the buzzers

-

a

guy.

dropped
knickers
on the Itakerloo (la) line
and wasn't even apprehended when a lady

railed Skin
trousers

and

pulled the chain . , . Is
she or isn't she l'rincess Anne? But

e

e

mark

my

should
happy

...

words,

the

invite to the party
keep the tort.

1"2a to get into
that stadium, while all
the Rollers could claim
wt..s total latigur and a
gay time, , , 1 ,trltow ie
ontlner
u
to
astound
cribs with his new zest
tar living . . . But hark
in London the State (If
The -lilt reached an all
tinte loss when Pinnacle
-

Records launched

eluinsils via the vacant
Cafe Royal and a gaggle
of odd,ciar,
like Brian

-

Poole
. then there
were the Illp.O.Lites, a
new London based black
grump signed to the Chi
tides management and
Billy Cobham, a pioneer
In the art of maze
,music. But mast 01 all,

must say. that
('ornueopia Cullnssass
has been FOII('i',D into
suspension a Idle we all
we

go

cruising for the

Rummer

-

alright

IS\EB)B rXX.

.
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DEL SHANNON, your
loyal and faithful laps of
Britain are right behind

%itE;
Olt 57

Personal
o e
6k, «se

ttrite

-Society,
European Friendship
Burnley.

Ddetillt

DON'T BE LONF.LS
Genuine Introductions,
friendship / marriage,
confidential
Details
(SAE ): Elie Bureau, 243

ENTI The best services
for Dating t Penfriends or
Romance or Marriage.

-

Thousands of members
all ages. England and
abroad.
For free
details send SAE to:
WEE. 74 Amhurst Park,
London, NI6.

Regent Street,
W 1R 8PN.

London,

ALONE! MEET new

friends

of the opposite

Inexpensive

TEENAGERS! PEN

EXPENSIVE,

Send

IN-

NORTHAMPTON
seeks girl living
any where for steady
sin(ere relationship. Box
Number 284R.

296R.
511V,

BNl 3GJ.

-

TAUREAN, Cheshire gent (19) seeks

BEAUTIFUL GIRLS

sensible. sincere lady.
Box Number 297R.

from all continents want

interesting correspondence, friendship, even
marriage. Details and

-

LONELY FUNLOVING
guy, 20, seeks girl 17 - 20
for sincere friendship.

-

free- photos fr3e.
Hermes, Berlin, 11. Box
110660/RM. Germany.

-

Medway, Kent area.
Box No. 294R.
SEEKING LONELY female(18.22) with no ties.

LADIES

for sincere friendship.

WANTED!!

Free accommodabon in
Bournemouth if required.
Box No. 295R.
PIIOTOD.ATES. You
Choose from hundreds,
S.A. E. for free details.
CE1 (RAIL 3 Manor
Road, Romford. Essex.

Are you wetting

-

n your ideal
Penner? Then
how .bout you
turning le Cupid
mob, for a

-

FREE) ONE

YEAR'S
MEMBERSHIP TO
FEMALES/

POP PAINTING of your
Send
favourite star
s. a. e. for full details Joe

-

this .d end .end
derail. of yourself with SAE
to
Cm out

Hermon, 28, Llttleworth
Road, Downley, High
Wycombe, Bucks.

INTROLINE-CUPID CITY
12 Chen.., Road
Cobham, Surrey 0024 85 a

.

the

opposite

sex.

The

dating Centre specially
designed for the young.
uninhibited generation.
Send S. A. E.

NOW:

DA9 9UF.

Carney

Under the headings'
FAN CLUBS. PENFRIENDS, SITUATIONS VACANT,
RECORDS FOR SALE, INSTRUMENTS" FORSALE,
SOUND EQUIPMENT and other private armourcements.

FABULOUS MUD concert photos. Also, Faces,
Elton, Gary, Steve Harley, 10Cc, Sparks and

Dulwich Wood Avenue,
London S. E. 19.

-

Situations Vacant

Road

I. D. E.

A.

Jockeys

girls. S.A.E. Box Num
ber 288R.

LONELY GUY (21) seek
genuine girlfriend, 16-19

-

LONELY GUT (30) seeks
younger girl. London /
Kent
G. Dixon, 103,
Hammersmith Road,

-

London W14.

LONELY BO1, (21),
seeks girlfriend inter-

-

ested in offshore radio.
Box Number 299R.
QUIET GUY, (20), wishes
to meet attractive single
girl, Cambs area. -Box

Number 300R.

CHARTBUSTERS! 195575, s. a. e.
80/87

Western
Brighton.

Road,

American pop / soul
singles for LI. Also oldies

or BAY CITY ROLLERS. GARY
GLITTER MUD, OSMONO5

Hove,

graphs to Bob Deene,

-

Vange. SS14 ITJ.

LENA ZAVARONI Fan
Club. S. A. E. for details.
20 Sllfield
Road,

-Wymondham,
NR189AY.

Southampton.
TWO GIRLS, both aged
18, seek work In London.
Anything considered.
Linda and Sheila, 35,

FAN CLUB
Pleas. sena SAE lot delads
Janet And Paul
49 Ashford Roed

Sllverstream Avenue,
Down. N.

Ashford Common
Muddies.. TW161UE

n.

11051E JOBS available.

-

Send S. A. E. to
Ton ymans Enterprises,
93 Sandyhurst Lane,
Ashford, Kent

groups.

Person-

Norfolk,

TREWS NO FAN CLUB
LIBE Tiff GUIS AND DOIts

-

clubs,

(Dept. 35)

Chadwick, Grove Street.
Wilmslow, Cheshire.

TEN DIFFERENT
1959/75.

S.

-

lists

A. E.

Castle, 186. Wellington
Road, Enfield. Middx.
I EFT FIELD in motion.
Let us dance right into
your heart with Voice masters and Choicemasters from every facet of
soul music, plus quizzes.
free records and discount

Super large
Left Field, 15
Martin Way, St Johns,
systems.

S. A. E. to

Woking. Surrey.

RECENT TOP

20

records. S. A. E. ' Pete
Mellor. 38, Glencoe Ave.
Newbury Park, Ilford.
,

21,

T-SHIRTS and promotional Items pnnted.
Your designs for discos.

an done Road. Essex,

FAN GEAR

Peveril Rd. Itchin,

Bangor, Co.
Ireland.

unique fan heme'

A Bridgford House
Teem bridge, Neninghom

enclosing two photo-

Printing

BOAT TRIP to view
Radio Caroline on Sunday, July 6th.
For full
details write now to CSC.

FREE list of

wages and conditions.
Write giving details and

Special Notice

15 Sh

LYRICS SET to music by
professional composer.
Kew Bridge Court.
104
London W4.

FREE TO FANS

Deene, 21. Peveril Road.
Itchin, Southampton
I. D. E,,.A. (UK). Topless
and normal go go dancers
wanted for Europe, top

LARGE SELECTION

rock, pop, soul singles.
Send large S. A. E. Sheila

Fan Clubs

details and enclosing two
MAGIC COVEN ha
places for interested_ photographs to Bob

-

SELF in songwriting.
Details BCM Lecher
Music, London, WCIV
6XX.

(UK). Disc
wanted for

Europe, top wages and
conditions. Write giving

STAFFORDSHIRE

London area please.
399.181915-6pm).

DISCOVERY RECORDS
lists include pop, Tamla,
soul. Phllly. northern
S.a.e. to 2.
raneitles
Leyfield Road, Leyland,
Preston PR5 ILY.

-

Y

aa<o.M

Essex.

RETIRED D.E, selling
fantastic collection of

disco records, Deletions,
Imports. Tanda, reggae.

soul. rock, collectors
Items, freaks, golden
oldies, disco Classics.
progressive. Send large
s.a.e. for lists, prices etc
to
Ian Currie, 38,
Ferndale Crescent- Kidderminster
1,000's OF GOLDEN
OLDIES 11955-751 from

-

10p.

82,

-Vandyke
Send sae for lists:

Liverpool

DONT BE left behind!

LS

Street,

ORT,

SENSATION

Join the International
ztnternatltonal Cliff Richard movement. Send
(1. 20 blank P. O. 's please
)8p stamp) to Postbox
4184, Amsterdam, Hol
land for bt - monthly
bulletins and special
offers.

NS ATI ON AL
RECORD . Tape bargains! Send SAE for free
details of June bargains,
to Brian, 2 Haslemere
Road. Jordon N2l 3 AA,
ROCK, POP. T.AMIA
oldies. Buy some get
some free. Large SAE
1

Records For Sde

23211.

CHOBHAM, SURREY
GU24aN8

-

inshore, Rossenda le,

SONGWRITING MAGAZINE free from International Songs./ Ming Asso elalion (Rm. Nety
Street, Limerick-

-

23

I3,

5p Large lists "Put," 47
Ir rbreck Avenue, Blackpool.

Idh. Staffordshire.

ESTABLISH YOUR-

many more. State faves,
sae for details to Dick

M

15
lion by post.
Chelston Drive, Hel

company.
Details
(sae): Robert Noakes, 30
Sneyd Hall Road, Bioxw

01-907-6389.

e,w4Me

Den,

a e

Franklin Square, London
W149IJ1,
LPs FROM 20p, 46a from

eelml

CASSETTE GUITAR tul

re-

quired by recording

PLASTIC / metal
record racks for sale
any offers? Alan (946 -

..king for our special.
12

LYRIC WRITERS

out If

9

Re

tM lout Ie.taH

Manhattan or Mermen repo
study
Not
Mime
for
ter
beg newel
SOP
yd,emed
to The Stanley
Soma., Schap/ or Drumming,
rm w EMT St. peat at
New York NY 10019.0 S.A.

Songwriting

in absolutely magnificondition throughyou want to be
noticed then this is Use car
for you. Must be the only
Rolls Royce In startling
colour In the country. The
price is 10,500, any item
considered in part exchange. Please telephone
cent

Wallis, dept RM,

Results Mt
Better ran

Ma thorn.

Road,

Kent.

is

18

FELLAS WANTED!
Our introduction doting

SMALLS

IT11l

-

Two's Company, RM 200A
London Road, Stone, Kent

membership reel)
rewerdina
INTROLINE CUPID CITY

-

-

-

ANNA MARIE. In-

troductions opposite sex.
Sincere and confidential,
nationwide service- Free
details56R, Queens
Road, Buckhurst Hill,
Essex.
LONELY GUY- 17, seeks
girl, 16. Liverpool area,
genuine.
Box Number

friends. Introductions opposite sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp lo
Jane Scott, 3/RM North
Street. Quadrant. Bright-

'

service lias ¢guired m.ny
female members CM
and send this ad. with S.A.E.
nd de tall. of yourself.

dersfield.

JANE SCOTT for genuine

,

in ductions, 67/NR, Slant gate, Klrkburton, Hud-

I n-

_'p.

COLOURED GUS
19,
seeks girlfriend, Binning ham area.
Box
Number 298R.
GUY (2t) SEEKS loving
sincere girl.
399 1819. 56pm,
MEET NEW friends of

CON-

SERVICE.
- FIDENTIAL
-countryside
Write: Introductions,

SAE for free details.
Teeenage Club. Falcon
House, Burnley.

on, Sussex,

%ItI.E, home and abroad.
S.A. E to: Pen Society.
(N38) Chorley, Lancs.

and abroad, all ages.
Send SAE for free details.

EXCITING! DIFFER

SHY
guy.

PsNFRIENDS AVAIL

109

PENFWENDS AT home

,

PAI 6 anywhere.

-

Computer

DRUM INSTRUCTION

-

Soul/1111

959

6389

groups, clubs, promo
lions, advertising. etc.
Send stamp for details
Milli Screen Services.

CAR FOR SALE. A rare
opportunity to purchase a
unique Rolls Royce Siiver
Cloud 3 (1965) with sun
roof, and tinted windows.
This fabulous showpiece

Alan

all styles

Warner

printed for discos,

For Sale

-

Queen's Road, Reading.

brochure er0r. ea Europe.
.tie
Den....
M1me
D Abingdon Road
Leridaewa 01117o102
1

SIM

Dating (RR 51/31,

new fnen,sI
s..eedbtw,..nd

(If IITA It TUITION.

/

TAPE bargains! Send a a. e. for
free details of July"
bargains, to Brian. 2,
Haslemere Road, London
5213AA
SINGLES 1970 from 15p
RECORD

Tuition

9

4LP.

TEE SBIl<TS. Specially

DAVE. 2x, would like to
meet girlfriend.
Dave,
2. Poplar Avenue, Tod
morden, Lancs.

ADV E.NTUR
If so you can make
exciting new friends.

23

- Slydar
SAE,

Strand, Gravesend, DA12

you

II

O
4

alised singles.
Chromallne Ltd-,

AL

Baxter, 6 Sheitsbury
Avenue, Portswood.

Southampton.
FOUL. POP singles from
5p for list, send large SAE
Soutscene. 68 Stafford
Street, St George's,
Telford, Shropshire.
RECORD BARGAINS 25
different pop singles
11.30. 50 (2.35. Soul
Tondo from 415p. SAE for
list. 52 The Albany, Old
Hail Street, Liverpool 3.
21SC0 RECORDS offer
you singles both old and
new, Lists from Zisco

-

-

Records,

6
Waterloo
Yurdley, Birmingham. B25 SIR.
PASTRLASTERSt 2,000
available. SAE.
24

Road, S.

-

Southwalk, Middleton,

Sussex.
CHA RTRIISTERS! 195474. SAE
89 / 87 Western
Road. Hove, Brighton.

-

Records Wanted
CHAIRMAN OF THE

RO %RD records wanted

-JohnLP'sShepherd.
or singles.
Bourne

Durk

House. Shadforth,

ham.

PAUL RAVEN (Hint
condition. British and
imports. Box Number
From shops only

264.

please.

ALL YOUR UNWANTED

45's and LP's purchased.
Good prices paid Any

quantity but records must
be in good condition Send

SAE with lists for cash

offer,

F.

L.

Moore

Records, 167A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Beds

A Glo=noRwEGIAn
SouO 6
bitters
9
Stree Peterborough
borough
Telephone 101331 61830
Leen

11.

me

a..eee.. ,

etnee.e

Trade & Export Enquiries Invited

order form § advertisement rates

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
insertion(s) commencing wi h the first available issue. I enclose Postal Drder/Cheque value
made payable to RECORD MIRROR.

for.
to cover cost and

E

lip PER WORD

I;

.

Under the headings:
SPECIAL NOTICES, PERSONAL TUITION, RECORDING
and other trade announcements.
8v PER

WORD

r

ALL TRADE ADVERTISEMENTS under any leading:
BD PER WORD

All words in BOLD FACE type (after first Iwo):

fl

5p PER WORD EXTRA

II

BOX NUMBERS: Allow two words plus 20p service fee.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed do
RECORD MIRROR and will be forwarded to advertisers
on the day of receipt.

ALL RM SMALLS must be

11

i

strictly pre-paid.

I1'

SEMI -DISPLAY ADVERTISING:
£4..0 per single column Inch.
SERIES DISCOUNTS:
5% for 6 inseniorts.
714% for 13 insertions.
10% for 26 insertions.
125 % for 521nsereons.
The

5

555

s

,serve n nab.

...
a

ra

withdrew eay.rm.menu.1 Men

To: CLASSIFIED AD.
DEPT.
RECORD MIRROR
1 BENWELL ROAD
LONDON N77AX

Tel: 01-607 6411

NAME

Ii

málls .1
smalls

ADDRESS

I

(;

.............

..

.................

..

.....

to
Kent,
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